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U.N. Secretary-General’s Pyongyang Trip
Under growing international pressure, Kim Jong-un may want to use Ban Kimoon’s visit as a sign that the country is ready to come out of isolation.
■ By Lee Kwang-ho

F

or U.N. Secretary-General, Ban Kimoon, his long-cherished dream of visiting Pyongyang appears to be a matter
of time. Ban, who has roughly a year remaining in his term, has repeatedly expressed hope
to play a meaningful role in improving interKorean relations for peace on the divided
Korean Peninsula before his term ends.
A spokesman for the U.N. chief said on
Nov. 18 that discussions are under way about
Ban Ki-moon’s willingness to play a constructive role on the Korean Peninsula situation,
including traveling to North Korea.
The remark by U.N. spokesman Stephane
Dujarric was seen as a de-facto acknowledgment that talks are under way to set up what
would be Ban’s first visit to North Korea,
though the spokesman did not elaborate on
those “discussions.”
“The secretary-general has repeatedly stated
his willingness to play a constructive role,
including traveling to the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea, in an effort to work for
peace and stability, as well as to promote dia-
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logue in the Korean Peninsula. For this purpose, discussions are continuing,” the
spokesman said at a regular press briefing.
Yonhap News Agency first reported on
Nov. 15 from New York that Ban is planning
to visit Pyongyang for a possible meeting with
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un.
China’s Xinhua reported on Nov. 18, citing
information from the North’s official news
agency KCNA, that Ban will arrive in the
capital city on Nov. 23 and stay there for
around four days.
Ban’s office immediately rejected the
report, saying Ban is tied up all the following
week. “The Secretary-General will not be traveling to the DPRK next week,” a U.N.
spokesperson said in a statement, referring to
North Korea by the acronym for its official
name, the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea.
Ban was in Antalya, Turkey for the two-day
G-20 leaders’ summit that kicked off on Nov.
15, where he called for countries to follow the
rule of law in response to the deadly Paris ter-
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United Nations Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon (R) meets North
Korean Foreign Minister Ri Suyong at U.N. headquarters on
Oct. 1, 2015. (AP-Yonhap)

rorist attacks on Nov. 13 that killed at least
129 people.
Ban will be in “New York most of next
week and then travel to Malta for the threeday Commonwealth Summit that kicks off
Nov. 27,” Dujarric said. “From there, he will
go directly to Paris to attend the 2015
COP21.” The United Nations Climate Change
Conference in Paris kicks off on Nov. 30.
The U.N. chief may be hoping to secure an
assurance that he will meet with North Korean
leader Kim Jong-un. He may also feel burdened at the prospect of a trip to the nucleararmed socialist nation at a time when the
world is in shock over the deadly terrorist
attacks in Paris.
Even if he makes a historic visit to
Pyongyang, he would not want to return
empty handed. Critics are already raising concerns that the North will try to use him for
political purposes only.

Ban’s Aborted Trip to Kaesong
In May, Ban had planned to visit the North
Korean border city of Kaesong, where South
Korea runs an industrial complex, but the trip
was called off at the last minute because
Pyongyang abruptly withdrew its invitation
for no clear reason.
Some analysts said at the time that
Pyongyang appeared to have taken issue with
Ban’s remarks that North Korea’s missile
launches represent a violation of U.N. Security
Council resolutions.
Radio Free Asia, citing a Chinese source,
reported on Nov. 17 that in September, Ban
proposed a visit to Pyongyang to North
Korean Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong on the
sidelines of the U.N. General Assembly meeting in New York.
Ri was North Korean ambassador to
Switzerland when Kim Jong-un was a student
in the country and a guardian to him. That
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connection prompted further speculation of a meeting between Ban and the
North Korean leader in
Pyongyang.
The South Korean government
and
the
Presidential office Cheong
Wa Dae said it has no
knowledge of Ban’s plan to
visit the North. “We have
never heard of it. There is
nothing for us to say at this
point,” a senior Cheong Wa
Dae official told media.
The United States
declined to comment on
Ban’s plan to visit North
Korea in later November,
saying it has no related
information. A State
Department official also
said that related queries
should be referred to the
U.N.
North Korea has kept
mum on news of Ban’s
U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon responds to reporters’ questions during a press
plans. But a North Korean
conference in Incheon, west of Seoul, on May 19, 2015. Ban said he will visit the interKorean industrial complex in North Korea’s border city of Kaesong on May 21, but his
top diplomat in New York
plan fell through due to the North’s refusal. (Yonhap)
said that it was “natural”
for the United Nations
chief to visit member
is ordinary, for the U.N. secretary-general to
states.
visit its member states,” and if realized should
At a press conference at the U.N. headquarimprove relations between the U.N. and North
ters on Nov. 17, North Korean Ambassador-atKorea.
large Ri Hung-sik did not confirm whether
Ri said his government invited U.N. High
Ban will be visiting Pyongyang and meeting
Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad
with leader Kim Jong-un, saying, “I know
Al Hussein to Pyongyang for “technical coopnothing.”
eration.”
But he commented that “it is very natural, it
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N. Korean Diplomat’s Remarks
Zeid’s spokesman Andre-Michel Essoungou
confirmed that discussions were under way to
prepare for a possible visit by the high commissioner to engage the isolated regime in a
“human rights dialogue.” He added that Zeid
welcomed an invitation from North Korean
Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong to visit the country in September, which would be a first by a
U.N. human rights chief.
Ri’s press conference came before a draft
resolution on North Korea’s human rights violations co-authored by Japan and the European
Union was adopted by a U.N. committee on
Nov. 19.
The North Korean envoy lambasted the
draft resolution, a follow-up to the stronglyworded General Assembly resolution passed
last year encouraging human rights violators
to be referred to the International Criminal
Court for crimes against humanity.
Observers said that North Korea appears to
have invited Ban to visit the repressive country, and he accepted, diplomatic sources said.

“The Kim regime appears to have
invited the U.N. chief to speed up
its efforts to escape international
isolation following recent signs of a
thaw in its strained ties with South
Korea and China,” a source said.

“The Kim regime appears to have invited
the U.N. chief to speed up its efforts to escape
international isolation following recent signs
of a thaw in its strained ties with South Korea
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and China,” a source said.
Should he go to Pyongyang, it would be the
first visit by an incumbent U.N. leader in 22
years. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, who headed the
U.N. from 1992-96, visited Pyongyang in
1993, while Kurt Waldheim, who led the U.N.
from 1972-81, visited the North in 1979.
Pointing out that Ban’s second four-year
term will expire in December 2016, the source
said the rumored Pyongyang trip is likely to
help him leave a legacy as the head of the
U.N.
Other sources, however, warned that such a
visit may trigger criticism in South Korea over
Ban’s leadership if he fails to convince Kim to
cooperate with the U.N. on denuclearization
and improving its dire human rights record.
Ban is seen as a potential presidential hopeful in the 2017 election despite his repeated
denials that he will run.

Skeptical Views on Ban’s Trip
Some observers remained skeptical about
Ban’s reported plan to travel to Pyongyang.
They noted that it is not good timing given
that the world is in mourning over the victims
of terrorist attacks in France on Nov. 13, and
that Ban has a set of pending issues including
a global climate change gathering to begin late
November in Paris.
Ban’s reported plan to visit the North
emerged as there has not been any significant
progress in Seoul’s efforts to improve crossborder ties despite growing bilateral civilian
exchanges.
In line with the Aug. 25 deal to defuse military tensions and enhance bilateral relations,
Seoul has proposed government talks with
Pyongyang three times since late September.
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Pyongyang has spurned the proposals, arguing that they were insincere due to South
Korean civic groups’ continued distribution of
anti-Pyongyang leaflets, Seoul’s criticism of
Pyongyang’s potential provocations, including
a possible rocket launch, and other issues. But
North Korea offered to hold a working-revel
meting on Nov. 26 to prepare for high-level
talks.
Analysts said that if Pyongyang has accepted Ban’s visit, it might want to use the U.N. to
ease international pressure on its woeful
human rights record, and nuclear and missile
programs.
“As the U.N. is at the forefront of applying
international sanctions against the North,
Pyongyang may want to utilize Ban to help
ease pressure against it vis-a-vis its nuclear
program, human rights issues and others,” said
Chang Yong-seok, a senior analyst at Seoul
National University’s Institute for Peace and
Unification.
He added that the North could also raise the
issue of a peace treaty with the U.S., an issue
that observers say the North seeks to utilize to
divert international attention to the issue of its
denuclearization.
“Given the role of the U.S. to promote
world peace and stability, Pyongyang might
try to raise the issue of a peace treaty to
replace the current armistice agreement,”
Chang said.
North Korea’s relations with China, its traditional ally and biggest benefactor, have also
been less than smooth. A sign of strain
between the two countries is the fact that
Chinese President Xi Jinping has yet to meet
North Korea’s Kim Jong-un, even though he
has visited Seoul and held several summits
with President Park Geun-hye.

6
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Need for Peaceful Environment
Kim Jong-un also remarked on the need for
a “peaceful and stable external environment to
develop the economy and improve citizen
lives” while speaking to Chinese Communist
Party Politburo Standing Committee member
Liu Yunshan during his North Korea visit in
October for a Workers’ Party 70th anniversary
event.
In this sense, the biggest factor is
Pyongyang’s conclusion that sudden tensions
overseas would be unwelcome ahead of the
seventh Workers’ Party Congress scheduled
for next May. With Kim expected to declare a
“new vision” at the Congress -- the first in 36
years -- Pyongyang recognizes a need to minimize the amount of energy it spends on outside conflicts.
The acceptance of Ban’s visit could prove a
fairly useful asset from North Korea’s standpoint. Under growing international pressure,
Kim may want to use Ban’s visit as a sign that
the country is ready to come out of isolation.
“It’s likely North Korea will capitalize on a
visit from Ban to underscore Kim’s position as
an international leader,” said Yang Moo-jin, a
professor at the University of North Korean
Studies.
“It’s also plausible to assume that North
Korea has invited Ban to show the outside
world that it must be respected on the international stage regarding talks over Pyongyang’s
denuclearization.”
Kim has not met any world leaders since
taking power in December 2011 following his
father Kim Jong-il’s death.
It is not clear whether the North invited him
or Ban asked to make the trip to Pyongyang.
But analysts said North Korea is likely to use
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Ban’s visit as an occasion to establish a diplomatic feat.
“North Korea is focusing on preparing for
the congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea to
be held in May,” said Kim Keun-sik, a professor at Kyungnam University. “If the North
wants to improve its ties with the United
States, Ban’s visit may be used as a stepping
stone for that purpose.”

Slim Chance of Breakthrough
But the likelihood of Ban’s visit producing
any dramatic breakthroughs in Pyongyang’s
relations with either Washington or Seoul
appears very slim, experts say.
The U.S. government has dismissed North
Korea’s proposals to replace the Armistice
Agreement that ended the 1950-53 Korean
War with a peace treaty as unthinkable without
progress on denuclearization.

The chances of North Korea using
Ban to declare its own denuclearization are essentially nil, nor
is there much possibility at the
moment of the U.S. proposing
unconditional talks on a peace
agreement. Under the circumstances, Ban has little room to
mediate.

The chances of North Korea using Ban to
declare its own denuclearization are essentially nil, nor is there much possibility at the
moment of the U.S. proposing unconditional
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talks on a peace agreement. Under the circumstances, Ban has little room to mediate.
Rather, a U.S. expert said that Ban Kimoon’s upcoming visit to North Korea is yet
more evidence of Pyongyang’s shift toward reengagement with the international community
for possible economic reasons.
“A visit by the U.N. secretary-general, if it
were to occur, would provide further evidence
following Liu Yunshan’s October visit to
Pyongyang of a shift by North Korea toward
re-engagement with the international community under Kim Jong-un,” said Scott Snyder, a
senior researcher for Korea studies at the
Council on Foreign Relations.
U.S. analysts have also said the North’s
leader needs economic assistance in order to
consolidate his power and that’s why the
regime has been refraining from provocations.
Unless Pyongyang gets what it wants, however, it could again resort to bad behavior, they
said.
Bruce Klingner, a senior research fellow at
the Heritage Foundation, said that Pyongyang
“typically uses engagement to either gain benefits or undermine international support for
sanctions,” adding that the North could use
Ban’s visit to push for a peace treaty with the
U.S.
“Such effort (for a peace treaty) will not be
successful, however, since both Washington
and Seoul have rejected a peace treaty without
steps to reduce North Korea’s conventional
threat to South Korea,” he said.
Ban’s meeting with the North’s leader
would be “significant” in itself as it would be
Kim’s first meeting with a major world figure,
Klingner said. (Yonhap)
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North Korea’s Renewed Call for Peace Treaty
Seoul and Washington think Pyongyang’s renewed demands for a peace treaty are
designed to evade its responsibility to denuclearize and stress North Korea’s denuclearization is first required.
■ By Kim Tae-shik

N

orth Korea has been stepping up
efforts to call on the United States to
replace the 1950-53 Korean War
Armistice Agreement with a peace treaty, a
demand rejected by both South Korea and the
United States.
The Korean War ended in a truce, not a
peace treaty, leaving the two Koreas still technically at war. Signing a peace treaty has been
one of the North’s long-running goals, but the
U.S. and South Korea have demanded the
North abandon its nuclear program first.
Seoul and Washington think Pyongyang’s
renewed demands for a peace treaty are
designed to evade its responsibility to denuclearize and stress that North Korea’s denuclearization is first required.
Following Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong’s
call for a peace treaty at the 70th session of the
U.N. General Assembly on Oct. 1, North
Korea continued to make calls to have talks
for replacing the Armistice Agreement with a
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peace treaty. A North Korean foreign ministry
spokesman made the point in an address on
Oct. 7. Pyongyang raised the level of its
demand on Oct. 17 by issuing a foreign ministry statement, less than a day after the leaders of South Korea and the U.S. concluded
summit talks and reaffirmed their commitment
to the North’s denuclearization.
Ri claimed in his U.N. speech that the current armistice that ended the Korean War
“isn’t enough to maintain peace on the Korean
Peninsula.”
If the U.S. agrees to replace the armistice
with a peace treaty, Ri said North Korea would
be willing to hold constructive talks aimed at
preventing war on the peninsula.

Blurring Focus on Denuclearization
“They want to blur the (current) focus on
denuclearization. Because everyone knows
that the responsibility for talks lies with the
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This file photo released by
Yonhap shows Nam Il, the chief
North Korean delegate, signing an
armistice treaty at the truce village
of Panmunjom on July 27, 1953 to
terminate the three-year Korean
War the North initiated with the aid
of Chinese and Soviet communists to kill and injure millions of
soldiers and civilians. (Yonhap)

North, it appears they’re trying to escape the
pressure,” a South Korean foreign ministry
official said.
North Korea has come under growing
international pressure to abandon its nuclear
and missile programs, but it has defied such
calls, citing what it calls a hostile U.S. policy
toward it.
If the North denuclearizes, South Korea, the
U.S. and other concerned parties will begin
talks for a peace treaty in accordance with the
Sept. 19, 2005, deal that also involves Russia,
China and Japan, the official said.
“What the North should do is fully halt its
activities at Yongbyon and return the IAEA
inspectors who were expelled in 2009,” the
official said, referring to the North’s main
nuclear complex. “On this, there is some
amount of consensus among the five (other)
parties.”
A former U.S. envoy to the six-party denu-

clearization talks said on Oct. 22 the U.S.
would negotiate a peace treaty with North
Korea only if the country is ready to abandon
its nuclear weapons program.
Christopher Hill, who served as
Washington’s lead negotiator in the six-party
talks on the North’s nuclear program in his
capacity as assistant secretary of state, said a
peace treaty was an element of the September
2005 deal under which Pyongyang agreed to
dismantle its nuclear program in exchange for
political and economic concessions.
“It’s one of our obligations, but I don’t think
the North Koreans can take one obligation out
of the talks and expect that to be implemented
and not implement anything else,” Hill said as
he met with reporters to discuss the recent
release of the Korean language version of his
memoir, “Outpost: Life on the Frontlines of
American Diplomacy.”
“I think the U.S. is prepared to pursue a
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peace treaty in the context of the
denuclearization of North Korea,
but the North Koreans cannot
have a peace treaty and have
nuclear weapons,” he said.

Denuclearization First
Both Seoul and Washington
have rejected the proposal as a
ploy to divert attention away
from its nuclear weapons program, which they say should be
dismantled first before talks for a
peace treaty can begin.
Pyongyang’s proposal involves
the withdrawal of U.S. forces
from the Korean Peninsula and
the removal of the U.S.’ guarantee of the nuclear umbrella, both
of which would shake the foundation of their alliance.
Since the 2005 agreement,
North Korea has resumed its
nuclear program and conducted
three nuclear tests. It has long
threatened to carry out a fourth
test.
The six-party talks, which also
involve South Korea, China,
People offer a one-minute silent prayer at the U.N. Memorial Cemetery in the
southern port city of Busan on Nov. 11, 2015, to pay tribute to U.N. troops killed
Russia and Japan, have not been
in the 1950-53 Korean War. (Yonhap)
held since late 2008. North Korea
demands an unconditional
resumption of the talks, while
ing to China everyday about this problem
Seoul and Washington insist the North must
because they need to be part of the solution.”
first demonstrate its commitment to its obligaMeanwhile, Russia’s top envoy in Seoul
tions.
said North Korea’s demand for a peace treaty
“The time needs to be filled up with a more
is worth taking note, showing a clear contrast
robust approach to China,” said Hill, a former
to the positions of Seoul and Washington.
U.S. ambassador to Seoul. “We should be talk-
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“In my personal view, it is certainly worth
taking note of proposals that aim to strengthen
peace on the Korean Peninsula,” Ambassador
Alexander Timonin said in an exclusive interview with Yonhap News Agency on Oct. 21.
“The cease-fire situation hampers sufficient
cooperation between South and North.”
Russia is a member of the now-suspended
six-party talks that produced a deal in 2005 to
end North Korea’s nuclear program in
exchange for economic and political concessions.
As Pyongyang backtracked on the agreement, Seoul and Washington have demanded
the country first demonstrate its commitment
to its obligations to restart the negotiations.
“I believe the resumption of the six-party
denuclearization talks should not be linked to
any preconditions,” Timonin said. “That’s why
I think Pyongyang’s proposal (for peace treaty
talks) is worth taking note. I think this proposal could contribute to building an environment
for trust on the Korean Peninsula.”
The ambassador stressed that Moscow has
fully supported the denuclearization of the
Korean Peninsula, an issue on which Russia
and South Korea have “very similar positions.”

No Interest in Peace Treaty
The United States has “no interest” in holding talks on a peace treaty with North Korea,
Washington’s chief nuclear envoy said on Oct.
20, stressing that the top focus should be on
the denuclearization of the nation.
“With regard to the North Korean statement
suggesting we enter into peace treaty discussions, we have no interest in entering into any
such discussions,” Amb. Sung Kim, special
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The United States has “no interest”
in holding talks on a peace treaty
with North Korea, Washington’s
chief nuclear envoy said on Oct. 20,
stressing that the top focus should
be on the denuclearization of the
nation

representative for North Korea policy, said
during a Senate Foreign Relations Committee
hearing.
“For us, the priority focus has to be the
nuclear issue. As they often do, I’m afraid the
North Koreans have their priorities wrong by
suggesting that we sort of jump some steps,
some very important steps, and start peace
treaty negotiations,” Kim said.
Kim said that the U.S. wants to make sure
that negotiations with the North resume “with
the right amount of focus and commitment
from the North Koreans that the goal is denuclearization.”
“And frankly at the moment, we can’t even
get the North Koreans, as you mentioned the
Foreign Ministry statement, we can’t even get
the North Koreans to focus on denuclearization as a goal. So that’s why we have not
resumed any negotiations,” he said.
Kim said that the U.S. will use every possible means to make the North realize that it
can’t achieve the security and prosperity it
seeks as long as it sticks to nuclear weapons.
The envoy said that the U.S. is maintaining
close coordination with members of the sixparty talks to ensure that “wherever
Pyongyang turns, it hears a strong, unwaver-
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ing message that it must live up to its
international obligations, and that the
path to a brighter future begins with
credible negotiations and concrete
denuclearization steps.”
Kim reiterated the U.S. rejection of
the North’s proposal to hold talks on a
peace treaty on Nov. 11 during a
Wilson Center discussion.
“It’s not that we have no interest in
seeking a permanent peace regime,
peace mechanism or peace treaty. But I
think they have the order wrong.
Before we can get to a peace mechanism to replace the armistice, I think
we need to make significant progress
on the central issue of denuclearization,” he said.
Denouncing Kim’s remarks as the
“height of impudence,” the North’s foreign ministry reiterated a call for
immediate talks on replacing the
Armistice Agreement with a peace
South Korean top nuclear envoy Hwang Joon-kook (R) and his U.S.
treaty.
counterpart, Sung Kim, pose for a photo during their meeting at the for“Its insistence on the order of discuseign ministry in Seoul on Oct. 27, 2015. (Yonhap)
sion is, in the final analysis, little short
of refusing to roll back its hostile polipeace treaty proposal
cy toward the DPRK,” its unnamed spokesper“What (Sung Kim) uttered is just a trick to
son was quoted as telling the Korean Central
shun the fair and aboveboard proposal made
News Agency on Nov. 13. The DPRK is the
by the DPRK for the conclusion of a peace
acronym for the country’s official name, the
treaty would be helpful to ensuring peace on
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.
the Korean Peninsula,” the North’s mouth“The historical experience showed that it is
piece claimed in an English commentary.
impossible to solve any problem without fun“Whether the U.S. positively responds to
damentally settling the hostile relations
the DPRK’s proposal for peace treaty or not
between the DPRK and the U.S. by replacing
will be a touchstone showing whether it truly
the Armistice Agreement with a peace treaty,”
hopes for peace and stability on the peninsula
added the spokesperson.
or not.” (Yonhap)
The KCNA on the same day also demanded
the U.S. positively respond to the North’s

12
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First Workers’ Party Congress in 36 Years
N. Korean leader Kim Jong-un is likely to unveil his new polices or conduct a
major reshuffle in the regime’s hierarchy, based on his consolidated power.
■ By Lee Kwang-ho

I

t is quite rare and unusual for North Korea
to convene its ruling Workers’ Party
Congress, the lead guiding institution of
the party which sets main policies and political
line. In a rather surprising manner, North
Korea announced on Oct. 30 that the Workers’
Party of Korea (WPK) will convene its seventh
congress in early May for the first time in more
than three decades.
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un will enter
his fifth year in the top echelon next year
when the socialist country will mark the first
party congress in 36 years after the last was
held in 1980, when Kim’s grandfather and
national founder Kim Il-sung was in power.
Also, it marks the first party congress since
the young leader took power after his father,
Kim Jong-il, died in December 2011.
The announcement spurred speculation as to
why Kim decided to convene such a rare
meeting. The North’s official Korean Central
News Agency (KCNA) said, without providing a specific date or agenda, that the WPK’s
Political Bureau of the Central Committee has

decided to hold the seventh congress of the
party in early May next year.
“Today we are faced with the heavy yet
sacred task to bring about a great upswing in
the building of a thriving socialist nation,” the
party’s politburo said, according to the KCNA.
The decision reflects the “demand of the
party and the developing revolution that witness epoch-making changes in accomplishing
the revolutionary cause of Juche,” the KCNA
said. Juche is North Korea’s governing ideology, which stresses self-reliance and nationalism.

No Indication of Agenda
Although North Korea did not give any
indication about what would be on the agenda,
the politburo said, “The WPK had developed
into the great party of Kim Il-sung and Kim
Jong-il, a revolutionary party of Juche which
firmly established the oneness and continuity
of ideology and leadership of the great leaders.”

13
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This photo released by the
Rodong Sinmun on April 9, 2014,
shows Kim Jong-un (at the podium) presiding over a meeting of
Political Bureau of the Workers’
Party of Korea’s Central
Committee in Pyongyang on April
8, 2014. (KCNA-Yonhap)

Analysts explained that there
would not be any epoch-making
shift of Pyongyang’s main policy
line that has been passed down for
decades from its founder Kim Ilsung to his son Kim Jong-il and
grandson Kim Jong-un.

In this context, analysts explained that there
would not be any epoch-making shift of
Pyongyang’s main policy line that has been
passed down for decades from its founder Kim
Il-sung to his son Kim Jong-il and grandson
Kim Jong-un.
“Guiding the revolution and construction
for the past 70 years with the line and principle of independence, Songun and socialism as
its eternal strategy, the WPK has trained the
Korean people into a dignified and independent people and the powerful driving force of

14

the revolution,” it said. Songun means ‘military-first,’ the main policy of former leader
Kim Jong-il, which the military should lead in
all sectors of the North.
A South Korean official said the North’s
move seems to be aimed at assessing its
accomplishments and to set a line of policy in
what could be the latest move to strengthen
leader Kim Jong-un’s grip on power.
“The government is closely watching the
North’s decision. North Korea seemed to make
such a decision by taking into account its
internal affairs and foreign relations,” Seoul’s
unification ministry spokesman Jeong Joonhee said in a press briefing.
Historically, the Workers’ Party congresses
were rife with accusations of factionalism, and
political purges, but were also used to make
key changes in the ideological doctrine of the
isolated state.
The party charter, which was revised in
1980, says: “The Workers Party of Korea represents the interest of all Koreans.” It also says
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Senior North Korean officials hold a national meeting at a gym in Pyongyang on June 18, 2015, to mark the 51st anniversary of
late leader Kim Jong-il’s launch of projects for the Workers’ Party in this photo released by Rodong Sinmun. (KCNA-Yonhap)

the party’s mission is to achieve the complete
victory of socialism in the North and fulfill the
revolutionary tasks of national liberation and
forming a people’s democracy.
The party’s leading institution is its congress and its highest body is its Central
Committee, which heads the party between
congress sessions. The party charter calls for
the congress to convene once every six years
and the Central Committee, once every six
months. The Political Bureau, or Politburo, is
the Central Committee’s top policymaking
body.
The last congress, the party’s sixth, was
held over four days in October 1980 and was
primarily used as a platform for founding
leader Kim Il-sung to designate his son, Kim
Jong-il, as successor. It also presented the 10
goals for the establishment of the socialist
nation, and the national unification policy by
way of the Koryo confederate system.

Kim Il-sung had suggested a completely
confederated state, but in the 90s the senior
Kim revised that plan to form a confederation
in stages with provisions. The North’s “Koryo
confederation system,” planned by Kim Ilsung in 1980, is based on the principle of “two
governments under one state,” which can
directly lead to the unification of two Koreas.
The late leader Kim Jong-il gave his fivepoint unification plan which called for national independence, Korea-wide unity, improved
inter-Korean relations, opposition to foreign
domination, struggles against elements opposing the unification of Korea, and greater contact among all Koreans and their allies.
North Korea’s main newspaper, Rodong
Sinmun, applauded the forthcoming congress
as a “historic event of epochal significance in
the development of the WPK and the revolution.”
In an editorial on Oct. 31, the newspaper
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said, “All party members, service personnel
and people should turn out to greet the 7th
Congress of the WPK with high political
enthusiasm and remarkable labor achievements as the congress will be convened at an
exciting period when the party’s dignity, leadership prestige and militant might are rising
higher than before.”
The editorial called upon all Koreans to
unite close around the Central Committee of
the WPK and glorify the 7th Congress of the
WPK as the greatest heyday of the revolution.
In this regards, South Korean analysts say
Kim Jong-un has been trying to secure his
power base via the party, as opposed to his
father who used the military and ‘militaryfirst’ or songun politics to stay in power.
However, the young North Korean leader
has shifted his focus to the party since inheriting power, pursuing a dual policy of developing nuclear weapons and boosting the country’s ailing economy, a policy South Korea
and the U.S. have warned is a dead end.
The North conducted a massive military
parade on Oct. 10 to mark the party’s 70th
anniversary. Kim delivered a rare public
speech ahead of the parade where the North
Korean leader showed his care for people.

Full-fledged Start of Kim Jong-un Era
Experts said that Pyongyang is using the
congress to herald the full-fledged start of
Kim’s era amid prospects that the North’s
leader is likely to unveil his new polices or
conduct a major reshuffle in the isolated
regime’s hierarchy, based on his consolidated
power.
“Kim is expected to push for an overhaul of
the party’s leadership and personnel reshuffle
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at next year’s congress,” said Cheong Seongchang, a senior researcher at the Sejong
Institute, a South Korean private think tank.
“His grip on power will likely be strengthened
further.” “By putting his young elite aides,
including his sister Yo-jong, at the forefront of
the party, Kim will strengthen his grip on
power,” he said.
Cheong also speculated that the North’s
party congress is likely to present systematic
external and internal policies rather than
repeating the simultaneous policy pursuit of a
nuclear program and economic development
as revealed in the party’s full session of the
central committee in March 2013.
North Korea held the first party congress in
August 1946, where it adopted party platforms
and regulations. In the following congress two
years later, the party congress revised the party
regulations.
In the third congress held in April 1956, the
party proposed a five-year economic development plan to start the following year with an
emphasis placed on industrialization. This is a
sign that North Korea uses the WPK’s congress as a chance to announce new policy
lines.
The fourth party congress in September
1961 was held to deal with the first seven-year
economic plan, which had started from that
year.
In the fifth party congress held in November
1970, then North Korean leader Kim Il-sung
was reelected the General Secretary of the
Party.
Kim Il-sung was first elected the General
Secretary of the Party at the second conference
of the representatives of the Workers’ Party
held in October 1966, whereas the representatives’ conference discussed the construction of
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a socialist economy and the Secretariat of the
Party was organized.

Monolithic Ruling System
But the fifth congress was held after the
monolithic ruling system of Kim Il-sung was
established.
The use of the world “monolithic” became
prevalent in North Korea after Rodong
Sinmun on May 17, 1967, carried an article
entitled, “Let Us Establish a Firm Monolithic
Ideological System for All Party Members and
Workers.” A month later, the task was a major
topic during a session of the Workers’ Party
Central Committee.
In a speech during the fifth party congress
held in November 1970, Kim Il-sung stressed
the issue, saying, “Most important in strengthening the role and the function of the Party is
placing the entire organization under the
monolithic ideological system and to continuously cement the unity of Party ranks.”
Then came Pyongyang’s emphasis on
“monolithic leadership,” referring to the
unchallengeable leadership of the party and
Kim Il-sung.
North Korea continued to reinforce Kim’s
dictatorial rule, presenting the “10 Principles
for Monolithic Leadership.” These principles,
allegedly presented by his son Kim Jong-il in
February 1974, are action plans for the masses
to make them unconditionally loyal to Kim Ilsung.
In daily life, they are more important to all
North Koreans than the constitution. These
principles have been used as a yardstick to
measure the degree of one’s loyalty and faithfulness to the leader and the party.
The principles serve as the basis for
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Pyongyang’s plan for the dynastic power succession. They were presented at a time when
the party central committee endorsed junior
Kim’s status as the sole successor to his father
Kim Il-sung.
However, the last Workers’ Party congress
in 1980 was used to signal a move away from
traditional Marxist-Leninist communism
towards North Korea’s Juche ideology.
Also, there is speculation that in the forthcoming party congress, the young leader is
likely to present bold policies and development strategies that would transcend the
“Yuhun” of Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il,
which are the teachings left behind by them.
In general, Kim Il-sung’s Yuhun means
guidelines he presented while touring every
corner of the country, but it also specifically
refers to instructions he gave in a meeting of
senior economic officials from various sectors
held on July 6, 1994, two days before his
abrupt death. North Korea has used Kim Ilsung’s Yuhun apparently to back up the weak
leadership position of his son Jong-il.
Above all, Kim Jong-un, this time, is likely
to conduct a massive personnel reshuffle with
a generational shift to younger people.
What is most interesting to see is the change
of the core elite of the party and the change of
the status of the National Defense
Commission, the highest decision-making
body of the socialist country.
Unlike his father Kim Jong-il, who placed
the most important focus on the national
defense commission with military-first politics, the young leader has, since his grip of
power, strengthened the function and role of
the Workers’ Party.
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Photos that appeared in Rodong
Sinmun on Nov. 18, 2015, show
the country’s top leader Kim Jongun visiting the new movable fishbreeding net ring set up on the
Taedong River in Pyongyang.
(KCNA-Yonhap)

Leadership Structural Reform
In an apparent attempt to show his influence, there may be leadership structural
reform, said Yang Moo-jin, a professor at the
University of North Korean Studies.
“Whether Kim will maintain the National
Defense Commission that emerged as the
country’s main policymaking body under Kim
Jong-il’s reign remains to be seen,” he said.
Most recently, the Workers’ Party celebrated its 70th anniversary on Oct. 10 with a military parade in Pyongyang. In a rare public
speech, Kim Jong-un promised to introduce
“people-first” policies in a possible hint of a
future change of policy direction.
But a German expert predicted recently that
Kim Jong-un could announce a dramatic policy change, comparable to economic reforms
that China and Vietnam embraced in the
1980s, when he convenes a rare meeting of the
Workers’ Party next year.
Rudiger Frank, a North Korea expert at the
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But a German expert predicted
recently that Kim Jong-un could
announce a dramatic policy
change, comparable to economic
reforms that China and Vietnam
embraced in the 1980s, when he
convenes a rare meeting of the
Workers’ Party next year.

University of Vienna, said Kim could use the
meeting for a “declaration of his victory in the
domestic struggle for power” after massive
purges in the past years or to announce a
major policy change marking the departure
down a path of true reform.
Frank also noted that since Kim took power,
the formal role of the Workers’ Party has been
restored, step by step, and such leading party
organs as the central committee, the politburo
and its presidium have been resuscitated.
“We should also remember that all major
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reforms of state socialism -- be it in China
under Deng Xiaoping, the Soviet Union under
Gorbachev or Vietnam under the slogan of doi
moi -- have been announced at such regular
party congresses or related events,” he said in
an article contributed to 38 North.
As Kim has consolidated his leadership and
the economic situation in the North is relatively stable, the emerging middle class and the
growing inflow of information from the outside, in particular via China, have put the
regime under high pressure for reform, the
expert said.
However, Kim could use next year’s meeting only to signal a “return to a new normal,”
he said. “Kim Jong-un might... play it safe
and, after having spent the last years cleaning
the ranks of the party, military and government, will use the 7th Party Congress for a triumphant declaration of his victory in the
domestic struggle for power. The country
would return to a new normal and continue to
muddle through,” Frank said.

Grim Realities
But the realities facing North Korea are
grimmer. North Korea has seen its isolation
deepening as it is under heavy sanctions by the
U.N. Security Council due to its nuclear and
missile tests. The reclusive regime also faces
heavy criticism by the international community, including the United Nations, for its human
rights violations.
On the diplomacy front, North Korea’s relations with China have been frayed since the
North’s nuclear test in early 2013. But the
North and its treaty ally displayed a show of
solidarity during the military parade as Liu
Yunshan, a top Chinese official, attended it in
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Pyongyang, standing next to Kim.
Another focal point of interest is whether
Pyongyang will adopt a new policy line
toward its southern neighbor. Earlier this year,
South and North Korea reached a landmark
deal on Aug. 25 to make efforts to defuse military tension and hold high-level talks in either
Seoul or Pyongyang as soon as possible.
North Korea has urged Seoul to lift its punitive sanctions on the North and to resume a
suspended joint tour program at Mount
Kumgang on the North’s east coast.
Seoul suspended the Mount Kumgang tour
program, a symbol of inter-Korean reconciliation, in 2008 following the fatal shooting of a
South Korean female tourist by a North
Korean soldier at the scenic resort.
Since May 2010, South Korea has imposed
economic sanctions on North Korea to punish
the North for the deadly sinking of a South
Korean warship in March of that year.
President Park Geun-hye said on Nov. 13
that she is open to a summit with North
Korean leader Kim Jong-un if the North shows
sincerity in giving up its nuclear weapons program and improving Seoul-Pyongyang relations.
As part of efforts to improve its ties with the
North, the Seoul government is seeking to
spur civilian exchanges while placing top priority on finding a solution to the issue of separated families.
Park said that exchanges in the areas of culture, environment and quality of life should be
facilitated to promote the unity of Koreans on
both sides and expand cooperation. (Yonhap)
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N. Korea Responds to S. Korea’s Call for
High-level Talks
The North’s offer for inter-Korean talks seems to be aimed at showing that it is
leading efforts to bring peace to the peninsula, experts said.
■ By Kim Tae-shik

South and North Korea have agreed to start
negotiations for high-level talks in late
November on various issues to defuse tension
and improve bilateral relations. Breaking
months of silence on Seoul’s call for highlevel talks, North Korea on Nov. 20 abruptly
proposed that a working-level meeting be held
at the North’s side of the truce village of
Panmunjom on Nov. 26, which the South
promptly accepted.
The North’s Committee for the Peaceful
Reunification of Korea in charge of interKorean affairs forwarded the proposal in a
notice sent to Seoul’s Unification Ministry,
according to the North’s official Korean
Central News Agency (KCNA).
The two Koreas had agreed to hold highlevel government talks in a landmark deal on
defusing military tensions on Aug. 25. Seoul
proposed talks to the North three times in
September and October, but the North
remained silent without clear reason.
“It is a relief that the North has accepted
Seoul’s offer for dialogue,” said an official at
the Unification Ministry.
At the working-level talks, the two sides are
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expected to discuss details for high-level talks
such as the timing, venue and agenda, the ministry said.
The most probable issues to be raised by the
North include Pyongyang’s persistent demand
for Seoul to resume an inter-Korean tour program and to lift Seoul’s far-reaching economic
sanctions on the North, experts said.
North Korea has faced difficulty in earning
hard currency as Seoul suspended the Mount
Kumgang tour program, a symbol of interKorean reconciliation, in 2008 when a South
Korean tourist was shot dead by a North
Korean soldier at the scenic resort.
In May 2010, the South imposed economic
sanctions on North Korea to punish its northern neighbor for its torpedo attack on a South
Korean warship in March of that year which
killed 46 South Korean sailors.
South Korea, meanwhile, is expected to
raise the issue of regularizing reunions of families separated by the 1950-53 Korean War.
More than 66,000 South Koreans live without being allowed to contact their family
members in the North as a legacy of the war,
which ended in a truce, not a peace treaty.
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Members of South Korea’s
umbrella unions listen to special
instructions on visiting North
Korea at Gimpo International
Airport in Seoul on Oct. 28, 2015,
ahead of their visit to North Korea
to engage in an inter-Korean
friendly football match in
Pyongyang. (Yonhap)

In October the two Koreas held family
reunions at Mount Kumgang, but such one-off
events leave the families unsatisfied.

North’s Intention
The North’s move came as a surprise as it
fiercely blamed the South just two days earlier
for having failed to hold government-level
talks.
North Korea on Nov. 18 claimed that South
Korea shifted the blame for the failure to hold
high-level talks on Pyongyang, raising questions about Seoul’s sincerity in improving
inter-Korean ties.
Rebuffing the North’s claim, South Korea
the next day repeated its call for North Korea
to come forward for dialogue. An official at
the Unification Ministry called on North
Korea to come to the dialogue table if it really
wants to improve Seoul-Pyongyang relations.
“South Korea has kept the stance that it will
make efforts to build trust and improve interKorean ties by implementing the August deal.
On these grounds, the government has offered
high-level talks,” the official said, asking not

to be named.
He said that Pyongyang should accept
Seoul’s offer for talks if it really hopes to have
better ties with the South.
President Park Geun-hye also stressed the
importance of high-level talks. Park said on
Nov. 13 that she is open to a summit with
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un if the North
shows sincerity in giving up its nuclear
weapons program and improving inter-Korean
ties.
Holding high-level talks between the two
Koreas was part of the landmark deal reached
to defuse a military standoff on the Korean
Peninsula.
Seoul-Pyongyang relations took a dramatic
turn this year as both sides eked out the deal
following heightened tension over a land-mine
blast blamed on the North in early August.
The incident maimed two South Korean soldiers near the border.
Following the incident, border tension
reached its peak as South Korea, in retaliation,
resumed propaganda broadcasts across the
border. North Korea put its military under a
quasi-war state.
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“The inter-Korean deal should be sincerely
implemented,” the official told reporters. “It is
the government’s stance that various pending
issues between the two Koreas should be discussed through high-level talks.”
His remarks came one day after President
Park called for an early resumption of such
talks.
Experts say North Korea’s dialogue offer
indicates the North’s commitment to improving long-strained inter-Korean ties as it seeks
to break away from international isolation and
boost its feeble economy.
“The North’s offer for dialogue appears to

“The North’s offer for dialogue
appears to be aimed at taking the
initiative

over

inter-Korean

affairs.”

be aimed at taking the initiative over interKorean affairs,” said Yang Moo-jin, a professor at the University of North Korean Studies.
“Ahead of a planned party congress in May,
the North seems to show that it is leading
efforts to bring peace to the peninsula.”
North Korea plans to hold the seventh congress of the Workers’ Party for the first time in
36 years.
The move is also designed to improve relations with the international community.
The North’s international isolation has been
deepening due to its persistent pursuit of a
nuclear weapons program. North Korea is also
criticized for its grave human rights violations.
“North Korea’s move demonstrated its
stance to improve its overall relations with
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other countries including the United States,”
said Chang Yong-seok, a researcher at the
Seoul National University Institute for Peace
and Unification Studies. “The North’s bid to
mend external relations would help prop up its
fragile economy.”

Delay Tactic
The unification ministry said earlier on Nov.
6 that North Korea had not responded to South
Korea’s offer to have preparatory contact for
high-level inter-Korean talks following the
Aug. 25 deal.
Experts said that the North’s silence seemed
to be a strategy to gain the upper hand in highlevel talks.
North Korea agreed to the Aug. 25 deal as it
needed to stop South Korea’s anti-Pyongyang
broadcasts along the border following the
land-mine incident. The reunion events for
families separated by the 1950-53 Korean War
in October were held as agreed.
North Korea now seems to have no reason
to make haste in high-level talks with the
South, experts view.
They guessed that the North was using a
delay tactic to get more concessions from the
South.
Kim Yong-hyun, a professor of North
Korean studies at Dongguk University, said
the North’s silence could be interpreted as an
indirect demonstration to show that it won’t
move unless there are “presents,” like the
resumption of the Mount Kumgang joint tour
project.
North Korea seemed to be utilizing the
delay strategy in order to get bigger concessions from the South, Kim added.
Chang Yong-seok at the Institute for Peace
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and Unification Studies said North Korea
needs a political cause to come to the highlevel talks, as there are many elements in the
North who hold negative opinions of them.
As for North Korea, it needs some predictable outcome from the high-level talks in
such issues as the Mount Kumgang tour program. North Korea is lukewarm as it has no
conviction about the matter, he said.

Growth in Civilian Exchanges
Meanwhile, signs of a thaw in long-strained
inter-Korean relations have emerged as civilian exchanges have increased this year.
Also, the North marked the 70th founding
anniversary of the Workers’ Party, which fell
on Oct. 10, without the launch of a long-range
rocket, allowing the reunions of families separated by the Korean War to be held as scheduled in late October, the first since February
2014.
North Korea did not launch what it calls “a
series of satellites” before the anniversary,
though it repeatedly claimed that it had the
right to do so for peaceful space development.
Outside experts view the North’s move as a
cover for ballistic missile tests.
South Korea and the U.S. warned the North
not to launch a rocket as it is in violation of
U.N. resolutions. North Korea has already
been under U.N. sanctions and a launch would
have inevitably brought about more sanctions.
In that case North Korea could have delayed
or canceled the family reunions in light of its
previous behavior.
The number of South Koreans visiting
North Korea has shot up since the two Koreas
reached the deal in August to spur interKorean civilian exchanges, government data
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showed on Nov. 9.
The number of South Koreans who traveled
to the North reached 418 in the JanuarySeptember period, excluding those who
moved in and out of the joint industrial park in
the North’s border city of Kaesong, according
to the data by the Unification Ministry.
But in October alone, the number of such
people came in at 880 as the two Koreas held
several joint events such as an inter-Korean
project to excavate an ancient palace site and a
workers’ football friendly.
The October tally did not include the South
Koreans who crossed the border for the
reunions for families separated by the 1950-53
Korean War, held on Oct. 20-26.
The increase in such exchanges is due to the
two Koreas reaching the landmark deal on
Aug. 25.
The value of humanitarian assistance to
North Korea has also increased, according to
the ministry.
In April, the government gave approval to
Ace Gyeongam, a foundation run by bed
maker Ace, to send fertilizer to North Korea
for the first time since 2010, when Seoul
imposed sanctions on the North over a deadly
warship sinking earlier that same year.
Ace Gyeongam also provided a small
amount of fertilizer and other assistance needed for a greenhouse project in North Korea in
October.
South and North Korea saw more vibrant
civilian exchanges, even though there had
been no progress over high-level talks at that
time. (Yonhap)
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U.N. Envoy Calls for Global Attention to
N.K. Human Rights Abuses
U.N. special rapporteur on the human rights situation in North Korea claimed
that there is the need to apply the concept of “universal jurisdiction” to North
Korea’s rights abuses.
■ By Kim Soo-yeon
Staff reporter at Yonhap’s General English-language News Desk

T

he global community should take further actions against North Korea’s
grave human rights violations as the
situation has not improved despite international pressure, a United Nations investigator has
said.
In December 2014, the U.N. General
Assembly adopted a landmark resolution calling on the Security Council to refer North
Korea’s human rights abuses to the
International Criminal Court (ICC). It is
poised to adopt a similar resolution in
December.
Marzuki Darusman, U.N. special rapporteur
on the human rights situation in North Korea,
urged the international community to work on
ensuring the North’s accountability for what
the world body called “crimes against humanity.”
“This year, another resolution will be tabled
because not much change has happened in
North Korea since last year. In fact, I don’t
think any changes have taken place,”
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Marzuki Darusman, U.N. special rapporteur on the human
rights situation in North Korea, has an interview with
reporters at a hotel in downtown Seoul on Nov. 10, 2015.
(Yonhap)
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Darusman said in an interview with Yonhap
News Agency held on Nov. 10 in Seoul.
Darusman was in Seoul to attend a global
conference on the North’s human rights
records held on Nov. 11.
North Korea has long been branded as one
of the worst human rights violators.
Pyongyang has bristled at such criticism, calling it a U.S.-led attempt to topple its regime.
Darusman said in his recent report to the
U.N. that there are widespread human rights
abuses in the North such as summary executions and torture.
He also said that more than 50,000 North
Koreans have been forced to work abroad,
mainly in China and Russia as the North seeks
to earn hard currency. Pyongyang is under
heavy sanctions by the Security Council for its
nuclear tests and ballistic missile launches.
The U.N. rapporteur claimed that there is
the need to apply the concept of “universal
jurisdiction” to North Korea’s rights abuses.
The exercise of universal jurisdiction allows
states to investigate and prosecute those who
commit crimes against humanity, regardless of
where such atrocities are committed or the
criminals’ nationality.
“It means that any court in the world should
be able to address any case that is related to
the DPRK with the regard to its human rights
violations,” he said. The DPRK is the acronym
of the North’s official name, the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea.
Darusman said that the move would pave
the way for making North Korean perpetrators
accountable for such crimes, voicing hope that
the U.N. could initiate discussion on the issue.
“Universal jurisdiction will help effectively
make the accountability process universal and
spread out throughout the world. That means
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there is no escaping from wrongdoings that
have been committed on their people,” he
added.
Darusman said he is “ready” to visit North
Korea if Pyongyang invites him so that he
could have a “deeper understanding” about the
North’s situation.
In October 2014, the North offered to allow
him to visit the reclusive country in exchange
for dropping the clause on the referral of the
North human rights issue to the ICC in the resolution. At that time, he urged the North to
invite him unconditionally.
He also stressed the need for the South
Korean government to increase humanitarian
assistance to the impoverished North.
“I think (the provision of) humanitarian aid
should be separated from political issues
because it is aimed at easing the suffering of
people in the DPRK,” Darusman added.
South Korea is seeking to spur civilian
inter-Korean exchanges, but the government’s
aid to the North have been largely small since
Seoul imposed sanctions on Pyongyang following the deadly sinking of a warship in
2010.
“It should be disconnected to any immediate political issues,” the U.N. rapporteur said,
adding that South Korea should be at the forefront of extending such assistance to the
North. (Yonhap)
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S. Korea’s Environments and Strategy for
Unification of Two Koreas in 2030
It is desirable for the S. Korean government to have a practical objective to
form a low-level confederation, rather than an impractical scheme to achieve
sudden, complete unification.
■ By Cheong Seong-chang
Director of the Department of Unification Strategy Studies at the Sejong Institute in South Korea
softpower@sejong.org

F

or Koreans, 2015 is meaningful because
it marks the 70th year after liberation
from the decades-long Japanese colonial rule, but their fatherland has been divided
into two halves. The northern half of the
peninsula was occupied by Soviet troops and
the southern half by the U.S. army. In 1948,
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(DPRK) was established in the northern half,
and the Republic of Korea (ROK) in the
southern half.
Since the division to date, Koreans have
experienced a three-year fratricidal war triggered by North Korea, known as the Korean
War, in the early 1950s and the two Koreas
have since been in confrontation with each
other, with occasional limited warfare. The citizens of the two Koreas have turned disparate
even in their thoughts, feelings and sentiments
because of the completely different ideologies
and systems of the countries, plus other living
conditions. For this reason, an abrupt unifica-
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An abrupt unification of the two
Koreas, if anything, may cause a
chaotic situation in both the northern and southern halves of the
peninsula.
tion of the two Koreas, if anything, may cause
a chaotic situation in both the northern and
southern halves of the peninsula.
But some North Korea watchers in Seoul
and elsewhere argue that South Korea needs to
prepare for an abrupt adverse situation in the
North which could lead to a unified Korea
because the unstable Kim Jong-un regime of
the North could collapse suddenly at any time.
But in reality, possibilities are slim that the
socialist North Korean regime will fall in the
near future and that its collapse will result in
the unification of the two Koreas achieved
under South Korea’s initiative. It is so
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German President Joachim Gauck (2nd
from L) and South Korea Unification
Minister Hong Yong-pyo (2nd from R)
unveil a monument to the Unification
Platform as they take part in the opening ceremony of the platform at
Dorasan Station, South Korea’s northernmost station in the border town of
Paju, north of Seoul, on Oct. 14, 2015.
Korea Railroad Corp. and the Gyeonggi
provincial government have set up the
platform as a facility that represents
South Korean people’s yearning for unification and is equipped with part of the
Berlin Wall and other things reminiscent
of a unified Korea. (Yonhap)

because, first of all, North Koreans’ confidence in the Juche ideology seems comparatively firm, while chances are slim that radical
reformists in the North would come to power.
Juche is the North’s ruling ideology of selfreliance.
Also, North Korean military leaders will
probably continue to be interested in maintaining the socialist regime in their country. The
North Korean economy has grown continuously since the inauguration of the Kim Jong-un
regime, while the authorities concerned have
reinforced far social control while completely
preventing the inflow of foreign information.
And North Koreans do not understand what
freedom and democracy is. The North’s economic dependence on South Korea has
decreased in recent years because of brisk economic cooperation between the North and
China.
Moreover, foreign pressure is insignificant
for North Korea’s institutional reforms. China,
Russia and Japan are reluctant to support a
Korean unification to be achieved under

Seoul’s initiative. These are among the factors
against the theory of an abrupt collapse of the
North Korean regime in the near future and
unification of the two Koreas to be achieved
under a leading role played by South Korea.
Probably, possibilities are also slim that
there will be a leadership replacement in North
Korea in 2030 because the North’s current
leader Kim Jong-un will then turn 47, the age
for brisk activities regarding governing and
other affairs. Even if Kim has serious health
trouble that may result in his downfall,
chances are high that Kim’s leadership will be
replaced by a collective one comprising officials from the power elite of the Workers’
Party of Korea (WPK), the North’s ruling
party, or the elite of the WPK and the Korean
People’s Army, rather than leadership oriented
with radical reforms.

North’s Deepening Economic
Dependence on China
Economically, the North will most likely
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push ahead more actively with reforms and
opening-up although politically, it may maintain a Stalinist absolute one-man dictatorial
regime. The North has continued to introduce
reform-oriented economic measures since the
official inauguration of the Kim Jong-un
regime in April 2012, including more incentives given to workers at plants and farmers on
state-run or cooperative farms. It will likely
expand the scope of economic reform in the
future.
As the Chinese economy grows, the North
will depend more on China, at least economically. In terms of the purchasing power parity
(PPP), or the rate of exchange between two
currencies that gives them equal purchasing
power in their own economies, China overtook
the U.S. in 2014. It will outrun the U.S. in
2025 in terms of gross domestic product
(GDP) to emerge as the No. 1 economic power
both in name and reality.
China’s enormous economic power will
undoubtedly benefit the North in such sectors
as tourism, with more North Korean laborers
finding jobs in the Chinese labor market.
Thus, the North’s economic dependence on
China will ever deepen.
One of the most worrisome factors in 2030
regarding the North will most likely be its
nuclear-related capability. There is the possibility that the North will emerge as a nuclear
power that year unless it discontinues its
nuclear weapons development program in the
near future.
David Albright, the founder and current
president of the non-governmental Institute for
Science and International Safety (ISIS), analyzed the North’s nuclear program with a
group of nuclear experts. They reached the
conclusion that the country, thanks to its
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nuclear facilities in Yongbyon, can secure
enough fissile material to produce as many as
67 nuclear weapons by 2020. Joel S. Wit, a
visiting scholar at the U.S.-Korea Institute at
Johns Hopkins University’s Paul H. Nitze
School of Advanced International Studies
(SAIS) who runs blog “38 North,” has said
that assuming the number of nukes possessed
by the North is at 10-16 as of February 2015,
they could increase to 100. If North Korea
becomes a nuclear power, South Korea can
hardly take the initiative in achieving unification even if it overwhelms the North economically.
It might be desirable for the two Koreas to
undergo the following three phases before
peaceful unification: Institutional talks, confederation and federation. If the North abolishes its dictatorial rule and introduces a multiparty system, it will be desirable for the two
Koreas to form a confederation rather than to
unify under one legal system, if they prevent
the emergence of a disorderly state in the
course of unification.

Low-level Confederation of Two
Koreas
Peaceful unification of the two Koreas first
requires a solution to the problem of their
completely different political systems. In other
words, the North’s authoritative political system should be replaced by a free democratic
one. But possibilities are very slim that North
Korea will turn free democratic by 2030, considering its current intense control of both its
elite and general citizens. For this reason, it is
desirable for the South Korean government to
have a practical objective to form a low-level
confederation, rather than an impractical
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South Korean soprano Sumi Jo sings the beloved Korean traditional song “Longing for Mount Kumgang” at a concert in front of
Brandenburg Gate in Berlin to celebrate the successful end of an inter-continental train project on July 31, 2015. (Yonhap)

scheme to achieve sudden, complete unification.
In a low-level confederation, the two
Koreas need to hold meetings between leaders
and cabinet members while creating and operating a confederal executive committee, plus
common institutions regarding economic,
social and cultural affairs, and health and medical care. Also necessary is the North’s dismantlement of its nuclear weapons program
and nukes already produced, the conclusion of
a treaty guaranteeing peace on the Korean
Peninsula, and summit talks between the U.S.
and the North, among other things. It might be
a reasonable idea to dismantle all nuclear
capabilities of the North by 2030. But this idea
could be impractical, considering that a solu-

tion to the North’s nuclear question is of a
complicated nature and the North has constantly reinforced its nuclear capabilities in
recent years.
For this reason, a realistic objective for
South Korea and the international community
is to persuade the North to discontinue its
nuclear weapons development program. If
South Korea succeeds in improving relations
with the North and promoting its cooperation
with the international community, they can
conclude a peace treaty. Also, South Korea
could support moves for the normalization of
diplomatic relations between the North and the
U.S., instead of insisting on the North’s
unconditional complete dismantlement of its
nuclear capabilities.
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Although a scientific analysis of conditions
for the collapse of the North indicates possibilities are very low it will break down in the
near future, more than a few North Korea
watchers have asserted that the international
community would need to isolate and pressure
it to fall for unification. This would be needed
instead of leading it to reforms and opening up
through talks and negotiations, underestimating North Korea’s durability and overestimating South Korea’s ability to achieve the unification by absorbing the North.
But open discussion of an abrupt, adverse
situation in the North and overt preparations
for its collapse might serve as factors behind
the North’s worries about its security and its
missile and nuclear tests. As a result, discussions in the U.S. and South Korea on an
abrupt adverse situation in the North might
have helped reinforce its nuclear capabilities.
This then makes the security situation unstable
on the Korean Peninsula and difficult for the
South and North to unify under the South’s
initiative. It also does not form an environment favorable for unification to be achieved
under the South’s leading role. For this reason,
the South Korean government needs to discuss
matters regarding unification with the North,
while pushing ahead with talks and cooperation in consideration of the North’s response to
discussion on unification in the South.

Various Scenarios for Unification
Of course, necessary for the South are systemic preparations for various scenarios of
unification, including a step-by-step approach
and radical means. But if the South Korean
government focuses on political unification or
remarkable affairs regarding unification,
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whose achievement is improbable, the North
will likely reject all government-level talks
and even private-level exchanges. This will
make it hard for the South to make even small
achievements in unification. For this reason,
the South Korean government is required to
internally discuss and prepare for significant
achievements for unification, but externally it
needs to stress discussion and preparation for
small matters regarding unification.
Important in the discussion of less important matters is that the agenda should not be
limited to the arrangement of meetings of separated families, humanitarian assistance to the
North, small-scale inter-Korean cooperation
and exchange, or other programs only for
demonstration. An agreement on peaceful
coexistence is necessary above all. The two
Koreas can meet for frank discussion of unification only when the South has a firm belief
that the North will not make armed attacks or
attempt to bring the South under its control to
achieve unification on its owns terms. Also,
when the North has confidence that the South
will not attempt to take measures to promote
its collapse and bring the North under its control. The formation of this atmosphere first
requires both Koreas to restrain from blaming
each other.
Also necessary for the South Korean government is to actively control the spread of
leaflets calling for the overthrow of the Kim
Jong-un regime sent to the North. Of course, it
is hard for the South Korean government to
take measures against anti-North leaflets being
spread in the South. But sending leaflets
across the military demarcation line into the
North that could stimulate North Koreans’
uprising against their government is very risky
beyond the freedom of expression. It will
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undoubtedly touch off military tensions in the
inter-Korean border areas.

Two Koreas in Completely
Different Shapes and Qualities
The division of the Korean Peninsula for the
last 70 years has created two countries that are
completely different from each other. It is very
unrealistic to merge these two Koreas, which
are furnished with completely different political, economic, military and other systems, into
one country under a single system overnight.
Even if Kim Jong-un loses power in a coup, if
the reform-oriented North Korean elite fail to
take power, this development will end up a
storm in a tea cup, as it can hardly bring about
a fundamental change in the North Korean
regime. For this reason, the South Korean government needs to seek change in the North,
which will come through inter-Korean talks
and cooperation. It will be accompanied by the
emergence in the North of forces oriented with
reform and opening up.
There is a need for the South to systematically expand inter-Korean economic
exchanges and cooperation, should it deepen
North’s economic dependence on it and make
progress in programs to integrate the two
Koreas, starting with the economic sector. If
the South Korean government really wants to
turn insignificant achievements in unification
into significant ones, it needs to seek a practical grand compromise with the North through
negotiations. It should resume the tourist project at Mount Kumgang and lift economic
sanctions imposed on May 24, 2010 for the
sinking of a warship in March that year. All
this will be in return for the North’s commitment to a regular exchange of letters between
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The South Korean government
needs to seek change in the North,
which will come through interKorean talks and cooperation. It
will be accompanied by the emergence in the North of forces oriented with reform and opening up.

separated families and a systematic arrangement for regular meetings, among other
things.
Also, the two Koreas and China need to
exert joint efforts to link express roads and
railways, thus linking the integration of
Northeast Asia and inter-Korean integration.
The inter-Korean compromise and mammoth
project involving Northeast Asia, if anything,
will have a positive effect on the settlement of
North’s nuclear question, which remains at an
impasse.
This article is an excerpt from the paper
that was made public at the Sejong National
Strategy Forum hosted by the Sejong Institute,
a South Korean think tank, on Aug. 12, 2015.
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Tourism Industry in N. Korea under Kim Jong-un’s
Leadership: Reviews, Assessment and Prospects

I. Introduction
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un is in his fourth year since he
came to power. Kim, who made his hereditary succession to power
immediately after the death of his father Kim Jong-il on Dec. 17,
2011, has since attempted to introduce policy measures for reforms
and an opening-up in various ways. Among the steps for reforms are
the ones taken on June 28, 2012 and the other ones taken on May 30,
2014. In measures for an opening-up, Kim has established more than
10 economic development zones, plus some special economic zones,
since 2003.
This paper is aimed at evaluating the opening-up policies of the North under Kim’s leadership, focusing on
measures regarding tourism in that direction.

By Yoon In Joo
Senior researcher at Korea
Maritime Institute in Busan,
South Korea
injooyoon@gmail.com
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This paper is aimed at evaluating the opening-up policies of the
North under Kim’s leadership, focusing on measures regarding
tourism in that direction. In the past, the North Korean economic sector of tourism has been trapped in a restricted arena because it has
covered only a limited category of its regions and foreign tourists. But
the situation facing that sector took a different turn in this Kim Jongun era, with more sightseeing packages for more of foreign tourists
aimed politically at trumpeting Kim’s leadership and practically at
earning more foreign currency. This paper will review and assess the
North’s tourism-related policies for an opening-up in this Kim Jongun era.
Many North Korea watchers in Seoul and elsewhere have made
studies of the North’s tourism, focusing on tourist attractions in the
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North, as well as the North Korean government’s plans for utilizing and developing
them. 1 These studies have assessed tourist
attractions in the North and sought ways for
joint development by the two Koreas in South
Korea’s point of view. There in the South were
made also many studies on inter-Korean cooperation for promoting their own tourism and
joint tourist packages.2 Made were also the
studies on specific tourist attractions regarding
maritime areas and forestland, among other
things, 3 and the studies on North Korea’s
leisure and recreational activities.4 Noteworthy
is that there came recently in South Korea
studies on cooperation between North Korea
and China in tourism while an increasing number of Chinese tourists have visited the North
in recent years.5

This paper is somewhat different
from a majority of the papers written in the past on the North’s
tourism because it deals with the
theme in relation to the North’s
policies for reforms and an opening-up.

This paper is somewhat different from a
majority of the papers written in the past on
the North’s tourism because it deals with the
theme in relation to the North’s policies for
reforms and an opening-up. The Korea
Tourism Organization (KTO), a state-invested
South Korean institution, and Prof. Shin Jungwha of Dongseo University in Busan of South
Korea, have written a report and a paper in
this direction, respectively. The KTO paper
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assessed the policy of the North for an opening-up in the sector of tourism in comparison
with that of Cuba and Vietnam, and proposed
measures for South Korea to take in response
to such policy behavior from the North.6 Prof.
Shin’s paper analyzed achievements, problems
and characteristics of the North’s tourism
when the North enacted a joint venture law in
1984, for the first time, established its first
special economic zone in the Rajin-Sonbong
area in 1991, and took radical measures for
improving its economic management on July
1, 2002.7 This paper will deal with the North’s
tourism since 2012 in consideration of that
report and the KTO paper, focusing on various
documents regarding tourism in the North.

II. North Korea’s Policy for an
Opening-up and Its Promotion
of Tourism
1. Special Economic Zones and the
Policy for an Opening-up in Tourism
North Korea has clarified that it is exerting
strenuous efforts in developing tourism into
one of its key industries.8 According to Park
Sang-kwon, who met with the North Korean
leader Kim Jong-un on July 30, 2013 in his
capacity as chief executive officer of
Pyeonghwa Motors Corp., Kim is putting policy priority on tourism and is considering the
establishment of six special tourist zones, one
each in or around Wonsan, Mount Paektu,
Mount Chilbo, Mount Kumgang and Kaesong.
In a plenary session of the Central Committee
of the Workers’ Party of Korea, the North’s
ruling party, held in March 2013, the North
Korean leader has reportedly instructed the
authorities concerned to establish a tourist
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zone in every corner of the country, campaign
for the promotion of tourism and set up economic development zones in each of provinces
while developing them characteristically in a
way to utilize their own conditions. His
instructions were followed by the enactment
of a law for the zones on May 29 that year by
the Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA), the
North’s rubber-stamp parliament.
In October 2013, the North announced 13
economic development zones to be set up and
managed by local governments and a special
economic zone in Sinuiju, a city bordering
China over the Yalu River, to be established
and managed by the central government.
According to a report in December that year of
Choson Sinbo, an organ of the General
Association of Korean Residents in Japan,
which acts as a North Korean agent, the number of economic zones established or to be
established by the North totals 19: one each in
Rajin-Sonbong, Hwangkumpyong-Wihwado,
Kaesong and the area of Mount Kumgang, the
13 economic development zones, one special
economic zone in Sinuiju, plus a high-tech
zone in Kaesong. In June 2014, the North
announced six more economic development
zones to be set up and managed by local governments, one each in Jindo, Kangryong,
Chongnam, Sukchon, Chongsu and Unjong.
Among the economic development zones to be
managed by local governments, those in
Onsong, Sinpyong, Chongsu, Manpo and
Kangryong are completely or partly for
tourism. In addition to the special tourist zone
of Mount Kumgang, North Korea seems to
push ahead with the establishment of three
more special tourist zones, each in and around
Wonsan, Mount Chilbo and Mount Paektu.
The North is also reportedly planning the
establishment of a special tourist zone in the
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Mubong Laborers’ District of the Samjiyon
County, where is Mount Paektu. North Korea
is likely giving policy priority to tourism
because it has failed to attract as much foreign
investments in the existing special economic
zone as it had expected.
Under instructions of its leader, North
Korea made brisk activities for promoting
tourism in 2013. To mark the 60th anniversary
of its establishment, the State General Bureau
of Tourism 9, the North held a ceremony in
August that year while the Korea International
Travel Company, under the control of the
bureau, held a briefing session on North’s
tourism for officials from foreign embassies
and representatives of foreign travel agencies
in the North in a move to attract foreign
investment in North’s tourism-related projects.
The North participated in World Travel
Market London held in November that year,
with its own tourism packages. It had planned
to dispatch a delegation led by Jo Song-kyu to
the 2013 Asian Cities Tourism Summit scheduled to be held in Taiwan the following month,
but it had reportedly cancelled the plan later
because of the impacts of domestic affairs
regarding the purge of Jang Song-thaek, North
Korean leader Kim Jong-un’s uncle-in-law.10
In early July of 2013, the North made a bid
to the South for a meeting for dealing with the
resumption of South Korean tourists’ visit to
Mount Kumgang, which had been suspended
since a South Korean female tourist was fatally shot by a North Korean soldier while
strolling seaside at the North Korean tourist
resort on July 11, 2008, along with another
meeting for arranging meetings of members of
same Korean families living in separation
from each other in the divided halves of their
fatherland. The North proposed the former
meeting be held on July 17 that year and the
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other meeting two days later. The North called
off the bid on July 11 when the South accepted
only the former meeting the preceding day. It
is likely that the North made the proposal
when it failed to attract as many Chinese
tourists to Mount Kumgang as expected,
because of its behavior earlier that year aimed
at stirring up war tension on the Korean
Peninsula,
North Korea has since 2012 promoted tourism in a way to open
more areas to foreign tourists and
improve infrastructure related with
tourism. While allowing its citizens
to make sightseeing tour of Mount
Kumgang that year, the North lifted
the three-year ban on foreigners’
sightseeing visit to some areas of
Ryanggang Province bordering
China.
In 2013 North Korea, China and Russia
held talks on the establishment of an international tourist zone in the Tumen River delta.
Missions from Hunchun of China and
Vladivostok of Russia have reportedly visited
Rason City of North Korea for talks with the
North on tourist packages involving the delta.
The three countries have allegedly reached a
consensus on five points, including the provision of inland, maritime package attractive to
foreign tourists, plus the construction of roads
leading to the delta, and discussed the operation of ferries to and from the delta and costs
for their operation.
In 2014, the North has shown specific interest in the training of its officials with pro-
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grams on skills and knowledge regarding the
development of special economic zones and
tourism. More than 180 North Korean working-level economic officials participated in
seminars held four times in Pyongyang and
Wonsan and one time overseas held during the
first three months of the year by Choson
Exchange, a Singapore-registered non-profit
organization focusing on economic policy,
business and legal training for young North
Koreans.
In an SPA decree issued on June 11, 2014,
the North designated the Wonsan-Mount
Kumgang area as an international tourist zone
and made publicity activities on the zone in a
meeting of Chinese businessmen held in
September that year. The tourist zone covers
an area of 430km2 and include Wonsan and
such counties as Poptong, Anbyon, Tongchon,
Kosong and Kumgang. There are more than
40 foreign cities with the population of more
than 1 million in the distance within threehour flight from the tourist zone, furnished
with such tourist attractions as Mount
Kumgang, Masikryong Ski Resort and the
Songdowon camping site for International Boy
Scouts.
Already in 2011, North Korea started to
develop Mount Kumgang into tourist.
Enacting a law on the establishment of an
international tourist zone in the Mount
Kumgang area in May that year, it came in
November with regulations on the establishment and operation of an enterprise responsible for the management of the tourist zone. A
blue print for the zone reportedly calls for the
completion of its development by 2020, starting in October 2010, and the linking of the
zone with five countries in Northeast Asia
through inland, maritime and air routes.
In 2014, the North continued to put forth its
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best efforts for meeting the demands of
Chinese tourists on the one hand while
attempting to lower its tourism-related dependence on China. It participated in a tourism
exhibition held in Jilin Province of China to
tap Chinese willingness for cooperation with
the North in tourism while providing new tour
packages for Russians. A North Korean mission led by Jo Song-gol, deputy chief of the
State General Bureau of Tourism, made an 11day visit to Shanghai starting March 10 while
another mission of the North headed by Kim
Yong-il, a section leader of the bureau, made a
tour of Khabarovsk the next month on the
occasion of the 150th anniversary of Koreans’
emigration to the Russian city and held a briefing session on the North’s tourist attractions.
In 2015, the North has continued its efforts
to attract more tourists from more foreign
countries. It participated in Holiday and Travel
Fair held in January in Bern, de facto capital
of Switzerland, for a publicity campaign
regarding its tourist attractions including the
Masikryong Ski Resort. The North held a
meeting for Chinese business concerns in
Shenyang, capital of Liaoning Province on
March 30 to brief them on the plan for developing the International Wonsan-Mount
Kumgang Tourist Zone, and a similar meeting
on Mount Kumgang in May 27. According to
a report on Feb. 20 of the Korean Central
News Agency (KCNA), the mouthpiece of the
North Korean regime, O Ung-kil, president of
the General Corp. for Developing the Wonsan
Area under the umbrella of the Ministry of
External Economic Affairs, has said that it is
the North’s basic position to develop the
tourist zone while attracting foreign tourists to
them, adding that the North will turn the zone
into a world-class tourist site. The proposed
joint venture of North Korea, China and
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Russia for establishing an international tourist
zone on the Tumen River delta will likely take
concrete form by the end of 2015 or so.
In the meantime, North Korea had shelved
all of its packages for foreign tourists for four
months starting October 2014 in fear of proliferation of Ebola hemorrhagic fever, banning
them from entering the North. Lifting the
entry ban on March 9, 2015, it allowed
Chinese tourists to visit the country that day.
On March 19, Western tourists arrived in the
North. Foreigners, who participated in an
international marathon held in Pyongyang on
April 12, numbered as many as 650 and they
were from more than 30 countries. This is the
triple the number of foreigners who participated in the long race held the preceding year.
2. The Promotion of Tourism in North
Korea
North Korea has since 2012 promoted
tourism in a way to open more areas to foreign
tourists and improve infrastructure related
with tourism. While allowing its citizens to
make sightseeing tour of Mount Kumgang that
year, the North lifted the three-year ban on
foreigners’ sightseeing visit to some areas of
Ryanggang Province bordering China. The
North allowed Chinese tourists to visit some
North Korean areas without a visa, while
China International Travel Service has pushed
ahead with Westerners’ tour of Sinuiju, with
no visa. In a move to improve tourism-related
infrastructure, the North has put chartered
planes into the air routes linking Pyongyang
and such Chinese cities as Harbin, Yanji,
Shenyang and Dalian while opening to the
traffic railways linking Mount Chilbo and
Tumen, a county-level Chinese city in Yanbian
Korean Autonomous Prefecture of eastern
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Jilin Province, and Sinuiju and Dandong, a
prefecture-level Chinese city in southeastern
Liaoning Province. Since May, the North has
allowed more Chinese tourists to travel the
North via their own passenger cars.
In 2013, the North opened Pyongsong, capital of South Pyongan Province, to foreign
tourists while planning to allow Chinese tour
of Tongrim County in North Pyongan
Province, known for its scenic fall colors
there. It has allowed foreign tourists even to
approach the body of late North Korean leader
Kim Jong-il lying in state while selling oneday tour package also to foreign tourists other
than Chinese. The North, which usually has
not allowed foreign tourists to enter the country from mid-December through mid-January
every year, began to sell tourist packages for
that period through Koryo Tours, an independent travel company based in Beijing, specializing in group and independent tour of North
Korea, and Taedong Travel, a travel agency
also based in Beijing. 11 In a measure to lift
restrictions on foreign tourists, the North
allowed them to carry cell phones.
In a move to improve tourism-related infrastructure, the North privatized three military
airports12 while resuming the construction of
railways for tourists in the Mount Paektu area
and introducing a Singaporean cruise liner, the
Hwangsong-ho, into the tourist course linking
Rason and Mount Kumgang. Trains began to
run on railways between Dandong and
Pyongyang every day starting Jan. 1, 2013.
For six decades therebefore, it had operated
the trains four times a week. Chinese travel
agencies presented a package for utilizing
chartered planes flying an air route between
Russia and the North. Two hotels, Kalma and
Saenal, were constructed just behind the
lengthy sandy beach in Wonsan. There
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appeared even an academic paper stressing the
“merits of socialist ethics” regarding services
for tourists. In June 2013, the North succeeded
in registering remains in Kaesong of Koryo
Dynasty, an ancient Korean kingdom in the
northern part of the Korean Peninsula, as
“world heritage” of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) and in November
that year it completed the construction of
roads linking Yongtong Temple and Pakyon
Fall, well-known tourist attractions in
Kaesong. Most significant in its effort to
improve tourism-related infrastructure is the
completion of the Masikryong Ski Resort at
the end of the year. The North has trumpeted
the construction of the resort as the achievement for its young leader in his early 30s, Kim
Jong-un.
In 2014, the North went a step forward in its
measures for an opening-up in the sector of
tourism. On New Year Day, it opened its citizens’ homes, a soccer school in Pyongyang, a
film studio for the army and a marathon to foreign tourists, for the first time. It allowed foreign tourists to stay overnight in Sinuiju and
travel to Hoeryong, riding on a bus, also for
the first time. It has pushed ahead with a plan
to form a tourist zone in Kyongsan County of
North Hamgyong Province while starting the
commercial operation of the Chongsu Tourist
Zone. The opening of the one-day tourist
course linking Jian, a Chinese county-level
city in southwestern part of Jilin Province, and
Manpo of the North, brought to five the number of such tourist courses linking North
Korean border areas and China. The other four
are those linking Sinuiju and Dandong,
Onsong and Tumen, Hoeryong and Jilin
Province, and Rason and Jilin Province.
As for tourism-related infrastructure, the
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North opened traffic tourism roads linking
Pakyon Fall and Yongtong Temple in May that
year and allowed foreign tourists to utilize
domestic flights while introducing chartered
planes to air routes between Pyongyang and
such Chinese cities as Changchun, Qingdao,
Shanghai and Yanji. Therebefore, the North
had operated regular fights between
Pyongyang and two Chinese cities, Beijing
and Shenyang, and temporary flights between
Pyongyang and two additional Chinese cities,
Shanghai and Yanji, during peak seasons. The
North also began to operate tourist buses running directly between Rason and Yanbian
Korean Autonomous Prefecture.
In an effort to improve services for foreign
tourists, the North has pushed ahead with
expanding tourism-related educational institutions while recruiting native speakers of foreign languages, notably English. The department of hotel management and hotel services
was established in the Chang Chol-gu College
of Commerce in Pyongyang, and the department of tourism economy, in the Chong Juntaek College of Economy in Wonsan. In an
effort to bring up managers specializing in
tourism, the North has reportedly established a
college of tourism in Pyongyang while setting
up the faculty of tourism at every college of
education throughout the country. It asked the
Netherlands to dispatch lecturers specializing
in tourism while recruiting native English
speakers to voluntarily work for the college of
tourism in Pyongyang as English teachers.13
Many young North Koreans are reportedly
eager to become tourist guides paid monthly
with $100 because that job provides them with
stable living conditions and helps them command a foreign language.
Undoubtedly thanks to these policy measures aimed at promoting tourism, the Chinese
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media have reported that the North’s attitude
towards foreign tourists is changing. In developments in this direction, the North has met
more foreign tourists’ demands in recent
years. Some hotels in Pyongyang, for instance,
lowered fees for internet use as much as by 50
percent during the last two years.14 And the
North has simplified the entry procedure for
Chinese tourists.15
In 2014, turning brisk were the North’s publicity activities through the internet. The North
has opened an ever increasing number of websites on the World Wide Web only to trumpet
the merits of its tourist attractions. Through
the websites the North are providing foreigners with information even on the address and
telephone number of its facilities for transportation and accommodation, among other
things, business behavior unseen in the past.
This year, North Korean leader Kim Jongun has reportedly instructed North’s authorities concerned to develop more new tour packages and improve tourism-related infrastructure, including roads and accommodation
facilities. In a move to promote tourism,
according to Kim Yong-il, a bureau chief of
the State General Bureau of Tourism, the
North is pushing ahead with the training of
more efficient interpreters, the purchase of latest transportation means, the provision of
additional tour packages and the simplification
of entry procedures for all foreign tourists.16 It
has already imported a new-type airliner from
Ukraine.
Undoubtedly for securing funds necessary
for improving its infrastructure, the North has
reportedly applied for a membership in the
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB),
an international financial institution that is in
the last phase of its establishment under the
initiative of China and will be focused on sup-
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porting infrastructure construction in the AsiaPacific region. 17 But that application was
turned down because the North’s economy and
financial system is short of a minimum
requirement for membership in the bank. But
Chinese tourists’ trip to North Korean border
areas will likely turn more brisk as railways
linking Dandong and Shenyang, Dangong and
Dalian, plus Hunchun and Jilin are scheduled
to open to the traffic within 2015.

III. Recent Tourism-related
Developments in North Korea
Radio Free Asia has estimated at about
2,200 the number of Western tourists visiting
North Korea in 2012 while the KCNA said
foreign visitors to the North came from more
than 50 countries. The number of foreign
tourists visiting the North in 2014 was estimated at more than 100,000, with Chinese
tourists accounting for most of them, about
5,000 Western tourists and some 200 Russian
tourists.
Tour packages for Chinese tourists are usually for the period from late April through
early November, and pass cards are required
for their tour of North Korean areas bordering
China while visas are necessary for travelling
to other areas.18 Among the border areas are
Rajin-Sonbong, Namyang, Onsong, Sinuiju
and Mount Chilbo, and Included in other
tourist courses are Pyongyang, Mount
Myohyang, Mount Kumgang and Kaesong.
The number of Western travel agencies selling tour packages for North Korean tourist
attractions is estimated at about 40, as of 2014.
In the past their packages were uniform, with
ones regarding such places as Pyongyang,
Nampo, Kaesong, the truce village of
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Panmunjom, Mount Kumgang and Mount
Myohyang. But in recent years, there
increased the number of countries dealing with
packages for tourists to the North with more
variety. Travel agencies in Spain and Iceland
have joined the business for tourists’ trips to
the North and the tour packages even cover
the areas of angling, golf and gardening.
Resuming tourism-related business at the
turn of 2012, barely two weeks after the death
of its former leader Kim Jong-il on Dec. 17,
2011, North Korea presented packages regarding the birthday of its founding leader Kim Ilsung. Among the packages given to foreign
tourists around April 15, the birthday, were
golf contests and tourists were accompanied
occasionally by economic experts. Because
the number of tourists during this peak season
overwhelmed the North’s ability to cater to all,
the country has sometimes limited the number
of foreign tourists arriving in the country.
In 2012, while China and North Korea
began to move toward the joint development
of Mount Paektu, Chinese travel agencies
started selling a one-day package for Chinese
tourists linking Helong, a city of southeastern
Jilin Province and Samjiyon of the North. But
this package was often unsuccessful because
of heavy snowfall. Some travel agencies
planned tour packages linking China, Russia
and the North while sold in Hong Kong were
the packages involving Chollima Statue,
Tower of the Juche Idea, Kim Il-sung Square,
the Arch of Triumph and subways in
Pyongyang.
Also increasing was the number of tourists
from East Asian countries. Reportedly, airliners run by Air Koryo, the state-owned national
flag carrier airline of North Korea, are occasionally full of Malaysian tourists on its regular twice-a-week flight between Kuala Lumpur
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Despite North Korea’s efforts to
diversify its packages for foreign
tourists and attract tourists from
more various countries in recent
years, the North still gives priority
to China, notably Jilin Province
along its border, and is expanding
its joint ventures with the North in
the sector of tourism.
and Pyongyang. Let’s Celebrate Life TLC, a
travel agency in the Philippines, will also likely presented a tour package regarding
Pyongyang.
Despite North Korea’s efforts to diversify its
packages for foreign tourists and attract
tourists from more various countries in recent
years, the North still gives priority to China,
notably Jilin Province along its border, and is
expanding its joint ventures with the North in
the sector of tourism. Travel agencies in the
Chinese province are actively creating new
tour packages involving the North, utilizing the
merits of that province’s location close to the
North, such as the packages making use of
tourists’ own passenger cars, cruise liners operated at the lower part of the Tumen River and
sledges running on frozen rivers. The China
National Tourism Administration under the
State Council approved in January 2013 the
tour packages involving tourist attractions in
North Korean areas bordering China applied
by eight travel agencies in Jilin Province, and
the next month it gave the green light to three
Chinese travel agencies which applied for
tourism-related joint ventures with the North.
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IV. Assessment of North Korea’s
Tourism
1. Active Policy for Opening-up in
Tourism
North Korea is viewed as pursuing an active
policy for an opening-up in the sector of
tourism because of its following policy behavior. First of all, the North has ever increased
the number of special zones in recent years
whether they concern manufacturing, trade or
tourism. In North Korea, until the turn of the
21st century, there was only one special economic zone, namely, the Rajin-Sonbong Free
Economic and Trade Zone established in late
December 1991. And in 2002, there came
additional three similar zones: the Sinuiju
Special Administration Region, the Kaesong
Industrial Complex and the Mount Kumgang
Tourism Zone. But today the North is pushing
ahead with the development of at least 19 new
economic zones. Total number of the special
economic zones increased to 25.
Second, the North is opening up and developing under the unswerving will of its leader,
Kim Jong-un. Among the 25 economic zones,
the six ones located in Wonsan-Mount
Kumgang, Onsong, Sinpyong, Chongsu,
Mount Chilbo and Mount Paektu regarding
tourism. They represent one fourth of them.
Thanks to this policy, the North is busy with
the holding of tourism exhibitions and briefing
sessions for foreign travel agencies, plus publicity activities regarding its tourist attractions.
The North is giving priority to tourism as
ambitiously as Vietnam, if not Cuba.
Third, there are visible signs of the North’s
more active posture for opening its regions to
foreign tourists, institutional reforms in
tourism and improving tourism-related infrastructure. Foreign tourists are allowed to carry
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cell phones, use the internet at less fees than
ever and enter the North under a simpler procedure. In a move to promote tourism, the
North is exerting strenuous efforts to improve
transportation means, accommodation facilities and other services for foreign tourists
while training proficient workers in the sector
of tourism.
Despite its active policy on tourism, however, the situation facing the North’s policy for
an opening-up is not assessed as heading for a
complete opening-up but as a partial, and possibly downward one. The North has yet to
express its will for a complete opening-up or
implement its idea for an opening-up in
tourism, for the time being; there is even the
possibility that the North can shelve that idea
at anytime.
2. Achievements of Tourism in North
Korea and Its Limitation
An examination of the North’s activities for
promoting tourism and its recent tour packages sold to foreign tourists has revealed that
tourism in the North helps it promote an opening-up of its economic sector and bring in foreign capital briskly, developments common to
socialist countries. Above all, thanks to
tourism, the North is enjoying an increase in
its income in foreign exchange and a positive
propaganda effect regarding its socialist
regime, improving its image.19
A study, based on tour packages sold by
China International Travel Service (CITS), a
leading enterprise in China’s tourism since
1954, estimated the North’s income from
Chinese tourists in 2012 to range from $21.69
million to $34.62 million, representing 110170 percent of income from tour packages
involving Mount Kumgang in 2007, 140-220
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percent of income tour packages for Kaesong
or 25-40 percent of income from the Kaesong
Industrial Complex housing about 120 South
Korean manufacturers. 20 And the North’s
income from Western tourists that year is estimated at least $9 million. Accordingly, the
North’s total income from foreign tourists is
estimated at $30 million to the minimum and
at $43.6 million to the maximum, accounting
for 40 percent of income from the Kaesong
Industrial Complex or 150-200 percent of
income from tour packages for Mount
Kumgang and Kaesong.
Meanwhile, the North is strengthening its
economic cooperation with Russia. In one of
the developments in this direction, the seventh
meeting of the Intergovernmental Commission
on trade, economic, scientific and technical
cooperation between Russia and North Korea
was held in Pyongyang on April 27, 2015. On
the agenda in the meeting were energy, natural
resources, infrastructure, education, science
and technology. The two countries signed a
protocol at the end of the meeting, where
Russia proposed that it would supply electric
power to such North Korea’s eastern coastal
cities and areas as Rason, Chongjin, Tanchon
and Wonsan-Mount Kumgang in return for the
right to develop a bronze mine in Onsong.
Right after the opening ceremony for the
“Year of Russia-DPRK Friendship” held in
Moscow on April 14, the two countries initialed an agreement on vehicle transportation.
They are pushing ahead with the construction
of a bridge exclusively for vehicles over the
Tumen River which serves as a border
between them. DPRK stands for the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, official name of the North.
Successful tourism in a country has usually
lead to an opening up of its information, an
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economic development, a change in its people’s behavior and perception, and eventually
a change in its economic system. For a success
in its tourism, North Korea is exposing information on its geography, society and economy
while allowing the inflow of various foreign
information. In the course of creating tour
packages and making their publicity, it is
inevitable for the North to make public such
information. Also inevitable is the inflow of
foreign information because the fostering of
tourism requires foreign financial, educational
and manpower assistance. In the course of
these developments, the attitude of North
Korean officials have turned mild and
flexible. 21 It, however, is yet to be seen
whether or not the change in their behavior
will lead to a change in their perception and
their system, and a virtuous circle in the North
Korean economy.
North Korea’s success in tourism will result
in increasing the chances for North Koreans’
contact with foreigners and foreign information. It is meant an increase in their chances of
experiencing the capitalist market economy,
albeit limitedly. In an encouraging development, the North began to mention ecotourism,
a form of tourism involving visiting fragile,
pristine, and relatively undisturbed natural
areas, intended as a low-impact and often
small scale alternative to standard commercial
(mass) tourism.
But there is an array of problems for the
North to solve should it lead its tourism to a
success, Among the factors causing the troubles are outdated means of transportation and
facilities for accommodation and convenience;
energy shortage; restrictions on tour destinations; bans on individual tours; occasional and
abrupt cancellation of tour schedules; and
administrative red tape. No less seriously trou-
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blesome are the North’s nuclear tests and
provocations against South Korea, which
undoubtedly affect adversely its image.
North Korea’s recurrent detention of
American tourists will serve as a burden for
all Westerners who plan to visit the socialist
country. The U.S. Department of State continues to maintain its “North Korea Travel
Warning,” replacing the last one posted on
May 14, 2014 with a new one on April 23,
2015. which reiterates “the risk of arrest and
possibly lengthy detention due to the
DPRK’s inconsistent application of its criminal laws.”

V. Conclusion: Challenges and
Prospects
This paper assessed the North Korean
model of opening through tourism in the Kim
Jong-un era as an “active, partial opening,”
based on the North’s policy for establishing
economic zones and an opening-up in tourism;
its promotion of tourism for foreign tourists;
and its tour packages. Thanks to its top
leader’s policy, the North is pushing actively
ahead with a partial opening in tourism,
though it is not complete. Visible is the results
of its geographical opening, institutional
reforms and an improvement in its infrastructure. Yet to be shown, however, is concrete
evidence of a change in the behavior and perception of North Korean citizens, notably
bureaucrats, North Korea watchers in Seoul
and elsewhere can hardly deny the possibilities that the North’s success in tourism can
bring about such a change and eventually an
institutional one there in the socialist country
if North Korean society enters an arena of a
virtuous circle.
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This paper assessed the North
Korean model of opening through
tourism in the Kim Jong-un era as
an “active, partial opening,” based
on the North’s policy for establishing economic zones and an opening-up in tourism; its promotion of
tourism for foreign tourists; and its
tour packages.

Challenges facing the North in the course of
developing tourism are in close relations with
its technical know-how, its conditions for foreign investments and its institutional reforms.
In any model of an opening-up related with
tourism, successful development of tourism
requires, among other things, policy-makers
and working-level officials furnished with
technical know-how necessary for them.
Undoubtedly for this reason, in recent years
North Korea has shown interest in educational
programs on technology and knowledge necessary for establishing economic zones and
developing tourism.
But also necessary for the North is the formation of proper environments where the
working-level officials can demonstrate fully
their capacity of technical know-how they
learned. Environments may regard externally
investment conditions and internally economic
reforms, among other things. Even if the North
is strong in its will to develop the business
sector of tourism, possibilities are not slim that
its plan in this direction will end in failure if it
is unable to attract foreign investment at a
time when its internal resources are limited.
An improvement in its conditions for foreign
investments is in close relationship with the
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measures for its economic and institutional
reforms. Required is an improvement in the
North’s laws, systems and economic management in a way to meet the demands of foreign
investors.
An opening-up and reforms are the two
sides of a coin. A success in the opening-up
policy in tourism requires a change in bureaucrats’ perception to be followed by an institutional change, reforms and eventually a virtuous circle in the North. Steps for an openingup without measures for reforms will eventually face limitations and will come to a standstill, shelving the plan for an opening-up. For
this reason, the success or failure of the new
economic management system under implementation now in the North has most likely to
affect the future of North’s opening-up policy
related with the special economic zones and
the sector of tourism.
This is an excerpt of the paper carried in the
biannual Journal of the Korean Association of
North Korea Studies, Vol. 19, No. 1 <Summer
2015>. It was translated by Chong Bon-uk, a
former editor of Vantage Point from Korean.
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Internal Affairs

N. Korea digging new tunnel at its nuke test site: official
North Korea has been excavating a new tunnel at its nuclear test site in the country’s northeastern
tip, an official said on Oct. 30, in what may be a show of its nuclear capability.
The North has so far conducted three nuclear tests in tunnels at Punggye-ri, in 2006, 2009 and
2013.
“An increased movement of people and cars has been spotted at the nuclear site,” said the official,
asking not to be named. “North Korea appears to be in the process of digging another tunnel.”
Another source said that the North’s move indicates its intention to conduct a fourth nuclear test
although more analysis is needed to access whether the test is imminent.
The detection came more than a month after the North hinted that it may conduct a nuclear test in
response to what it claims is the hostile policy of the United States and its allies.
It also came ahead of a planned trilateral summit among South Korea, China and Japan slated for
November 1.
The leaders from the three nations plan to hold their first three-way summit in more than three
years, during which North Korea’s nuclear weapons program is likely to be one of the main agenda
items.
Experts said that North Korea seems to want to demonstrate its nuclear capability ahead of a
series of summits involving the three nations.
“North Korea likely doesn’t think it is a good time to conduct a nuke test,” said Kim Yong-hyun,
a professor of North Korean studies at Dongguk University. “But Pyongyang seems to want to
politicize its nuclear program in a calculated move.” (Yonhap)

N. Korea spurring ‘online’ education at its universities
North Korea is making efforts to spur online education at its major universities in a bid to better
instill the North’s ideology into young people and nurture their expertise, Pyongyang’s media
reported on Oct. 30.
North Korea has opened online classes at its main universities, including Kim Il Sung University,
a prestigious institution named after the country’s founder, according to the reports.
But the concept of online education in North Korea is different from that in South Korea, one of
the most wired countries in the world. As North Korea limits access to the Internet, cyber education
in the North mainly means the use of intranets at a designated location.
“North Korea has been beefing up ideology education for its people via cyber classes,” said Park
Moon-woo, a researcher at the National Information Society Agency in South Korea.
The North’s Rodong Sinmun, the country’s main newspaper, reported on Oct. 29 that about 110
students have completed cyber education courses.
Around 10,000 North Koreans are taking online classes provided by Kim Chaek University of
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Technology, the report said.
The North is also seeking to establish a cyber education system based on a mobile communication
network, according to the Korean Central News Agency (KCNA).
Kim Chaek University of Technology has recently set up a tele-education system with a mobile
communication network, which enables people to take classes “at any place and anytime,” the
KCNA reported on Oct. 1. (Yonhap)

N. Korea seldom adopts policies of closing down markets: U.S. expert
North Korea’s policy on marketplaces has swung between suppression and accommodation, but
the regime has seldom cracked down on markets with the intention of permanently closing them
down, a U.S. researcher said.
Benjamin Katzeff Silberstein, a non-resident Kelly fellow at the Pacific Forum CSIS, said he
reached the assessment after analyzing satellite photos taken of a dozen major cities in North Korea
since the early 2000s.
“Government repression of the markets usually does not translate into less space for market activity. In other words, during periods when the North Korean government has cracked down on the
markets, like 2009-2010, markets generally have not permanently closed on any noticeable scale,”
Silberstein said.
“North Korea seldom adopted policies of market repression with the intention of closing down
the markets for the long term,” he said in an article posted in October on “38 North,” a website run
by the U.S.-Korea Institute at the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies.
Since the early 2000s, the North’s markets have seen overall growth, Silberstein said. While
growth has been only marginal in some cities, other cities like the border city of Sinuiju have seen
markets grow by over 110 percent between 2003 and 2014, he said. (Yonhap)

N. Korean leader calls for more precise rockets
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un ordered a further development of “modern and precise” antiaircraft rockets as he watched a firing drill in a western front-line area, Pyongyang’s state media
reported on Nov. 3.
“He underlined the need for the field of national defense science to more dynamically develop
various types of new anti-aircraft rockets suited to the demand of a modern war so as to firmly
defend the blue sky of the homeland from any air strike of enemies,” said the KCNA.
It did not specify the timing and location of the training conducted by anti-aircraft units deployed
on the western sector of the inter-Korean border.
Kim instructed the military and scientists to step up efforts to “modernize rockets and ensure their
precision,” the KCNA added. (Yonhap)
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This composite photo, released by Rodong Sinmun on
Nov. 3, 2015, shows North Korean leader Kim Jong-un
observing a firing drill conducted by anti-aircraft units
deployed on the western sector of the inter-Korean border. (Yonhap)

N. Korean computers can use new time zone: ex-Google employee
North Korean computers can use the country’s newly established time zone, according to a former
Google employee.
Will Scott, who bought a copy of North Korea’s “Red Star 3” computer operating system during a
visit to Pyongyang, captured images of its on-screen appearance and posted them in an article dated
Nov. 1 in Business Insider.
“When installing Red Star 3, you’re prompted to select a city for your time zone,” reads the article. “Interestingly enough, Seoul, South Korea, isn’t an option.”
The accompanying image shows that “Joseon-Pyongyang” is an option, the North Korean names
for the country and its capital city.
The country adopted its own time zone on Aug. 15, calling it a patriotic act that removes the vestiges of Japan’s 1910-45 colonial rule of the Korean Peninsula and a proper measure in scientific
terms.
The new time zone puts North Korea 30 minutes behind South Korea. (Yonhap)

N. Korea advances cosmetics quality on advice of leader’s fashionable
wife
North Korea appears to have advanced the quality of the cosmetics the country produces, a feat
attributable to encouragement by the fashionable wife of leader Kim Jong-un, according to North
Korean news reports and an analyst.
North Korea’s propaganda web site DPRK Today carried a post on Nov. 5 that introduced a
national consumer goods fair held in the capital Pyongyang in October.
“The exhibition stands of the Pyongyang Cosmetics Factory and the Sinuiju Cosmetics Factory,
which presented some 80 kinds of cosmetics to the fair, seemed like a place where intense technology competition is being waged,” the web site said in the post titled “World-class Cosmetics.”
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The presented cosmetics included new products that immediately caught the eyes of consumers,
the web site said, referring to beauty soap, beauty water, shampoo, and hair treatment.
“The brands were very unique and the package was new,” it noted.
North Korea’s cosmetic industry now has a new set of goals and progress speed and “the dream
has been reflected in many of the products presented in the latest exhibition,” according to DPRK
Today.
Both of the cosmetics factories are pushing for the modernization of production lines, DPRK
Today also said, chanting the slogan “More, better and faster world-class cosmetics.” (Yonhap)

N. Korean front-line commander replaced after inter-Korean conflict
North Korea has replaced a front-line military commander who played a direct role in the country’s deadly landmine blasts near the border in August and a following exchange of live fire with the
South, sources said on Nov. 12.
“Immediately after the landmine and shelling provocations, North Korea replaced the commander
of the second corps Kim Sang-ryong with Pang Tu-sop in late August,” one of the government
sources said.
In the reshuffle, Kim was assigned as the commander of the 9th corps, stationed far back from the
inter-Korean border.
North Korea’s 6th and 15th military divisions are in charge of defending the military demarcation
line facing South Korea under the leadership of the second corps.
Kim is believed to be among several military officials deeply involved in the provocation that
escalated military tension with South Korea.
North Korea buried landmines in the southern part of the Demilitarized Zone, which blew up and
maimed two South Korean soldiers in August. With an exchange of live fire between the countries
later in the month, inter-Korean tension escalated before a last minute negotiation on Aug. 25 ended
it.
The reshuffle may have been decided in a ruling party meeting held right after the inter-Korean
negotiation.
Holding the enlarged meeting of the Central Military Commission of the Workers’ Party of Korea
on Aug. 28, the North said it sacked some members of the commission, but details were not released
then.
“Under the quasi-war state declared after the landmine and shelling provocations, the second
corps’ shoddy artillery deployment may have been the reason (the reshuffle),” another government
source said.
It is yet to be seen whether the decision was punishment, he said, adding that by any measure, it
has something to do with the quasi-war posture the military took during that tense period.
Despite the reshuffle, Kim is believed to be maintaining his position inside the powerful military
group, given he was listed as a member of the funeral committee of influential government figures
set up after the death of Ri Ul-sol, marshal of North Korea’s military, on Nov. 7.
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The commanders of the North Korean front-line divisions are also staying at their current posts,
according to the sources. (Yonhap)

N. Korea declares no-sail zone in possible indication of missile launch
North Korea has recently declared a no-navigation zone in the waters near its eastern coastal city
of Wonsan, a possible indication that the country could test-launch a missile in the area, sources said
on Nov. 15.
“North Korea declared the no-sail zone in the East Sea area near Wonsan, Gangwon Province,
effective from Nov. 11 to the 7th of next month,” a government source said. “It is a vast area of the
sea, so we are closely watching whether the North will launch a Scud or a new type of ballistic missile.”
Other sources said the test launch could involve a new type of missile that separates into several
sub-missiles at a high altitude, a missile technology owned by the North.
“It is also possible they could fire a submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM) during the nonavigation period,” another source said.
Recent satellite images showed the North is preparing for another test of a SLBM, having
installed a vertical launch tube at its Sinpo dockyard on the east coast.
Since its land mine and shelling provocations in August, the North has declared no-sail zones in
the East Sea each month and deployed ship-to-ship missiles and 300-millimeter multiple rocket
launchers on the shore, although it did not go ahead with any firing, the sources added. (Yonhap)

N. Korea to launch ‘large-scale’ ski tours for foreigners
North Korea will launch “large-scale” ski tourism packages for foreigners from late November,
according to a North Korean state media outlet on Nov. 17, in the latest sign that the reclusive state
has approved more cross-border tours.
Foreign tourists have been applying for the tour packages at the Masik ski resort near North

This Rodong Sinmun photo released on Feb. 17, 2014
shows a group of North Korean students taking ski
lessons at Masikryong Ski Resort, a new facility built
near the east coastal port of Wonson at the instruction
of North Korean leader Kim Jong-un.(Yonhap)
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Korea’s eastern coastal city of Wonsan, which opened earlier last year as a pet project of the North’s
young leader Kim Jong-un, the English-language Pyongyang Times newspaper reported.
Citing the North’s Korea International Youth and Children’s Travel Company, the report said the
North Korean travel company “is going to conduct large-scale ski tourism in the Masik Pass area
from late November.”
“Many people have already applied for it until March next year,” it said.
The North Korean travel firm has “more than 200 foreign counterparts,” it said.
The North Korean leader Kim is believed to have enjoyed skiing in the Alps while studying in
Switzerland in the 1990s.
Under international sanctions over nuclear and missile ambitions, North Korea has promoted
tourism as a source of earning much-needed hard currency since Kim took power in late 2011.
(Yonhap)

N. Korea unveils plans to develop Rason economic zone
North Korea unveiled detailed plans on Nov. 18 to develop its special economic zone in the border city of Rason aimed at luring foreign investment amid an economic slowdown and a series of
U.N. sanctions.
The North made public the comprehensive plan in what is seen as part of efforts
to turn the area into a regional logistics hub
close to both China and Russia, according
to North Korea’s official portal site
Naenara.
North Korea has sought to develop the
zone since it designated Rason, formerly
known as Rajin and Sonbong, as a special
economic zone in 1991. But its ambitious
plan has faced serious setbacks as foreign
investment remains lackluster due to the
North’s provocations.
The North has undergone difficulty in
earning hard currency due to heavy sanctions imposed by the U.N. Security
Council following the North’s nuclear and
missile tests.
In another attempt to revitalize the eco- The website of North Korea’s propaganda outlet “Naenara” on Nov.
nomic zone, North Korea said it plans to 18, 2015, features more than 50 regulations related to investment in
the country’s special economic zone in the border city of Rason.
pursue development projects in seven
(Yonhap)
areas, including tourism and logistics. It
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also unveiled a list of eight North Korean firms that will be able to create a joint venture with foreign companies.
The North said that profits and other proceeds generated at the zone can be repatriated outside
North Korea “without restriction,” in what is seen as investment incentives to foreign investors. It
also hinted at assuring autonomous operations for firms at the zone.
“It is noteworthy that North Korean firms will be allowed to enter the economic zone, aided by
foreign investment,” said Lim Eul-chul, a professor at the Institute for Far East Studies of
Kyungnam University.
Analysts said the North’s move indicates its attempt to boost its fragile economy by actively
attracting foreign investment at a time when the North’s international isolation is deepening.
They said that the North’s move may be aimed at achieving some accomplishments on the economic front ahead of its ruling party’s congress slated for next year.
The Workers’ Party of Korea plans to convene the first congress in more than three decades in
early May where the North may unveil a new line of policies. (Yonhap)

External Affairs

N. Korea, China launch border trade zone, kick off trade fair
North Korea and China launched a border trade zone on Oct. 15, according to China’s state media
reports, as they kicked off their annual trade fair in the Chinese border city of Dandong.
The Guomenwan trade zone in Dandong, where more than 70 percent of bilateral trade between
the two nations is conducted, is the latest sign that North Korea and China are trying to boost economic cooperation, despite the North’s defiant pursuit of nuclear weapons.
The launch of the trade zone fell on the first day of a four-day North Korea-China trade fair in
Dandong, with Pyongyang reportedly sending a 400-strong delegation to the exhibition.
According to Chinese state media, Chinese people living within 20 kilometers of the border can
buy North Korean goods without paying import tax if they spend less than 8,000 yuan (US$1,250)
per day.
North Korea has been under sanctions by the United Nations due to its pursuit of nuclear weapons
and ballistic missiles. (Yonhap)

U.S. continues to review whether to add N.K.back to terrorism sponsor list
The United States continues to review intelligence to determine whether to put North Korea back
on the list of states that sponsor terrorism, Washington’s top envoy on the nation said on Oct. 22
(Washington time).
Amb. Sung Kim, special representative for North Korea policy, made the remark in a written
statement submitted for a terrorism subcommittee hearing of the House Foreign Affairs Committee,
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as he outlined U.S. policy on the nation.
“We also continually review the available intelligence to determine whether North Korea is subject to additional measures. Naturally, this includes reviewing available information to determine
whether the facts indicate the DPRK should be designated as a state sponsor of terrorism,” Kim
said.
North Korea was put on the U.S. terrorism sponsor list for the 1987 midair bombing of a Korean
Air flight that killed all 115 people aboard. But the administration of former President George W.
Bush removed Pyongyang from the list in 2008 in exchange for progress in denuclearization talks.
(Yonhap)

N. Korea-China fair sees 10 pct rise in trade negotiations
North Korea and China signed preliminary trade deals worth US$1.6 billion at their annual trade
fair, a roughly 10 percent gain compared to deals signed at last year’s exhibition, according to a
Chinese official on Oct. 22.
North Korea and China have jointly held the trade fair in October since 2012 in the Chinese border city of Dandong, and this year’s four-day fair ended on Sunday. Last year, the two nations inked
trade deals worth $1.36 billion.
Pan Shuang, deputy mayor of Dandong, told the International Business Daily newspaper that
about 100 North Korean business entities attended the North Korea-China Economic, Trade, Culture
and Tourism Expo.
The number of North Korean business entities attending this year was similar to last year, but
Pyongyang sent trade officials and diplomats to this year’s exhibition, Pan said.
At this year’s fair, North Korea and China also agreed to launch new tour routes linking the
North’s border town of Sinuiju and Dandong, Pan said.
North Korea and China “further solidified their trade bridge through a wide range of exchange
and cooperation” during the trade fair, Pan said. (Yonhap)

Pentagon used NGO for espionage missions in N. Korea: report
The U.S. Defense Department declined comment on Oct. 26 (Washington time) on a news report
that it had secretly funded a nongovernmental aid group to carry out espionage missions in North
Korea in the name of humanitarian assistance.
The online news outlet The Intercept reported earlier in the day that the Pentagon provided
Humanitarian International Services Group (HISG) with millions of dollars under a secret intelligence gathering program launched in 2004 until the aid group was dismantled in early 2013.
The money was provided through a complex web of organizations designed to mask its origin, it
said.
Asked if the report is true, Linda Rojas, a Pentagon spokeswoman, had no comment.
According to the report, the Pentagon tasked the founder and head of HISG with gathering the
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intelligence it needed inside North Korea, and he would in turn utilize HISG’s access to the country
to complete the assignments.
The report cited former military officials with knowledge of the effort.
The aid group’s chief “tapped Christian missionaries, aid workers, and Chinese smugglers to
move equipment into and around North Korea -- none of whom had any idea that they were part of a
secret Pentagon operation,” the report said.
On at least two occasions, in 2007 and 2010, the HISG chief entered North Korea under humanitarian cover, The Intercept reported, citing a former HISG employee familiar with his travel. HISG
documents show that the organization boasted of having shipped winter clothing, including “ski
jackets,” into North Korea during the NGO’s first 10 years of operation, the report said.
Using such a nongovernmental organization for espionage was “beyond the pale” of what the
U.S. government should be allowed to do, Sam Worthington, president of InterAction, an association of nearly 200 American NGOs, was quoted as saying in the report.
He also argued that the practice of using humanitarian workers as spies “violates international
principles” and puts legitimate aid and development workers at risk, according to the report.
The report also said that HISG was one of several NGOs used by the Pentagon in such a way.
Some, like HISG, already existed as fledgling organizations, while others were created from scratch
by the Pentagon, the report said.
Though the North Korea espionage program was launched under the administration of former
President George W. Bush, it continued through the first term of President Barack Obama, and in
2012 the program was shut down, the report said. (Yonhap)

China endorses international tourism zone with N. Korea, Russia
China’s ruling Communist Party has endorsed a plan to build an international tourism zone in the
country’s northeastern border area with North Korea and Russia, state-run media reported on Oct.
30.
The northeastern Chinese province of Jilin has drawn up the project to establish its border town of
Fangchuan, located near a North Korean river that forms the border with China and Russia, as the
“Trans-border Tourism Zone.”
The tourism zone was endorsed as a five-year project for Jilin province at the end of an annual
plenum of Chinese Communist Party leaders in Beijing on Thursday, according to the report by
state-run Xinhua news agency.
By the end of 2015, the Jilin provincial government is expected to finalize the details of the project with its North Korean and Russian partners, the report said, citing an unnamed provincial official.
Under international sanctions over nuclear and missile ambitions, North Korea has promoted
tourism as a source of much-needed hard currency.
China is North Korea’s economic lifeline and diplomatic backer and their economic ties remain
largely unaffected, despite the North’s defiant pursuit of nuclear weapons. (Yonhap)
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N. Korea calls on Japan to resolve sex slave issue
North Korea urged Japan on Nov. 6 to recognize its state responsibility for Tokyo’s sexual
enslavement of Korean women during World War II, claiming that there are victims in the North as
well.
Pyongyang’s call came as the leaders of South Korea and Japan agreed to spur efforts for an early
resolution of the issue of the so-called comfort women during their first summit held in Seoul on
Nov. 2.
The KCNA said that Japan should admit its state accountability for the “hideous crimes” it committed during its 1910-45 colonial rule of the Korean Peninsula, calling for resolutions in such a
manner as to be “understandable to all Koreans.”
“This issue can hardly find a final solution unless the damage suffered by all Koreans is redressed
throughout Korea because there are victims of the sexual slavery for the Imperial Japanese Army
not only in the south of Korea but also in the north,” said an unidentified spokesman for the North’s
foreign ministry, carried by the KCNA.
President Park Geun-hye and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe held their first summit earlier
this week amid persistent historic rows over Japan’s wartime sex slavery.
South Korea demands Japan acknowledge state responsibility for the issue and offer proper compensation, while Tokyo insists the matter was settled under a 1965 treaty that normalized bilateral
ties. (Yonhap)

U.S. sanctions N. Korea’s ambassador to Myanmar for weapons proliferation
The United States imposed sanctions on North Korea’s ambassador to Myanmar on Nov. 13
(Washington time) for involvement in Pyongyang’s weapons proliferation efforts, the first time a sitting North Korean ambassador has been sanctioned.
The Treasury Department said it has added Amb. Kim Sok-chol to its Specially Designated
Nationals List (SDN), along with three other North Koreans, Hwang Su-man, Kim Kwang-hyok and
Ri Chong-chol, all of them linked to Korea Mining Development Trading Corp.(KOMID), accused
of weapons proliferation.
The envoy operates as a KOMID facilitator, the department said.
“Today’s action is designed to counter North Korea’s attempts to circumvent U.S. and United
Nations (UN) sanctions, as well as maintain the effectiveness of U.S. sanctions on individuals and
entities that are linked to the North Korean Government’s weapons of mass destruction procurement
network,” the department said.
Under the sanctions, any property or interest in property of the designated persons in the possession of U.S. persons or within U.S. jurisdiction must be frozen and transactions by U.S. persons
involving the designated persons are generally prohibited, the department said.
“North Korea’s continued violation of international law and its commitment to the proliferation of
ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction pose a serious threat to the United States and to
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global peace and security,” Acting Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence Adam
J. Szubin said in the statement.
“Today’s designations underscore our ongoing efforts to obstruct the flow of funds used to augment North Korea’s nuclear capabilities,” he said.
In addition to the four individuals, the U.S. also sanctioned EKO Development and Investment
Co., a North Korean government entity located in Egypt, for helping KOMID market North Korean
weapons systems to foreign countries, the department said. (Yonhap)

Inter-Korean Affairs

N.K. may suffer severe food shortage in 2016: S. Korean expert
North Korea may see the volume of its food shortage reach around 1 million tons in 2016 due
mainly to a serious drought that hit the North in early 2015, a South Korean expert said on Oct. 29.
In 2016, North Korea’s food shortage may reach the largest since the North’s leader Kim Jong-un
took power in late 2011, according to Kwon Tae-jin, an expert on the North’s agriculture at the
GS&J Institute. North Korea needs a minimum of 5.nev million tons of food to feed its people.
The average food shortage per year has been around 400,000 to 500,000 tons under Kim’s
regime, he said.
His claims are based on the assumption that North Korea’s crop production may fall 10 percent in
2015 on-year.
In early 2015, North Korea grappled with what it called its worst drought in 100 years.
A decline in an import of crops by the North from China was also cited as the cause for North
Korea’s bigger food shortage, he said.
In the January-September period, North Korea imported around 38,000 tons of crops from China,
down 30 percent from a year earlier, amid the long-frayed Pyongyang and Beijing ties.
A U.N. report showed in April that about 70 percent of North Korea’s 24.6 million people are suffering due to food shortages and 1.8 million, including children and pregnant women, are in need of
nutritional food supplies aimed at fighting malnutrition. (Yonhap)

S. Korea backs court ruling over anti-N.K. leaflet launch
South Korea on Oct. 16 reiterated that the government is not empowered to forcefully curb
activists’ move to send anti-Pyongyang leaflets across the border.
But it stressed that such a controversial campaign should not threaten the safety and security of
border-area residents, saying a related court ruling is in line with the government’s policy.
A day earlier, a local district court ruled that it is lawful for the authorities to stop a leaflet campaign feared to put the people at risk. It was dismissing an appeal raised by a North Korean activist.
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Lee Min-bok, a high-profile leaflet activist, has filed a complaint with South Korea, claiming that
the government should compensate for what he called “emotional stress” stemming from its prevention of his leaflet launch.
The Unification Ministry said that the government’s stance is in line with the court’s decision.
“The ruling showed that activists’ move to send anti-North Korean leaflets is an expression of the
freedom of speech, but the government can curb it if the move threatens the safety of nationals,”
Jeong Joon-hee, ministry spokesman, told a regular press briefing.
North Korea is sensitive to Seoul activists’ move to send anti-Pyongyang propaganda leaflets on
concerns that North Koreans can get to know the truth of its repressive regime. The leaflet campaign
is one of the main sources of tension between the two Koreas.
In October 2014, the North fired machine guns at balloons launched by activists. Some bullet
rounds landed in the South’s territory, but no one was hurt. (Yonhap)

Kim Jong-il orders development of satellite in 1987: defector
Former North Korean leader Kim Jong-il ordered the development of a satellite in 1987, a former
senior North Korean official said in a recently published memoir.
Kim gave the order as he said North Korea should be capable of hitting the United States, said
Kim Duk-hong, former deputy head of research at North Korea’s ruling Workers’ Party.
“There is nothing to be scared about once we develop a satellite,” Kim quoted the former North
Korean leader as saying in the memoir, citing documents that he accessed while he was in North
Korea.
Kim Jong-il told scientists to develop a satellite “no matter what,” said Kim, who defected to
South Korea in 1997.
The defector said North Korea test-launched a satellite in August 1997, a decade after Kim Jongil gave the instructions due to an economic crisis.
Kim’s memoir gained media attention as North Korea has vowed to launch a series of satellites as
part of its space development program.
The defector also said Kim Il-sung, the North’s founder was angry at Soviet scientists as they
returned home after working in the North’s Yongbyon nuclear complex in the 1980s.
The founder blamed the Soviet scientists for just eating away rice, a key staple food for both
South and North Koreans, the defector said.
The defector came to South Korea with Hwang Jang-yop, a former senior North Korean official
who taught the country’s “juche” philosophy of self-reliance to Kim Jong-il. Hwang died in 2010.
(Yonhap)

S. Korea monitors construction work on N. Korean border island
North Korea has begun construction work on an uninhabited island near the inter-Korean border,
but its purpose has yet to be determined, a South Korean military official said on Nov. 3.
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South Korea detected construction activity on Ari Island, some 12-13 kilometers northeast of
South Korea’s Yeonpyeong Island in the Yellow Sea, in early October, according to the official who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Military sources said the state may be building an observation point to spy on the South’s military
activities or some other facility to crack down on Chinese fishing boats.
It appears unlikely that the North is building a military camp, given the size of the island and the
lack of any digging activity, they added.
“We are carefully watching the construction work,” the official said.
In July, the North positioned 122-mm howitzers on another uninhabited island just 4.5 kilometers
northwest of Yeonpyeong after building a new military camp there.
The howitzers were used in the North’s deadly shelling of Yeonpyeong in 2010, which left two
civilians and two soldiers dead. (Yonhap)

N. Korean tablet PC fitted with S. Korean memory chip
A North Korean tablet PC was found to have been made with South Korean memory chips, a
local defectors’ group said on Nov.4.
North Korea Intellectuals Solidarity, a think tank launched by North Korean intellectuals who
defected, said it disassembled the “Ryonghung” tablet PC in which it found two memory chips made
by South Korean chipmaker SK hynix.
“The South Korean memory chips probably ended up there as North Korea imported the entire
circuit board from China,” said Kim Heung-kwang, head of the NKIS.

The photo provided by a North
Korean defectors’ group on Nov.
4, 2015 shows the opened back
side of a North Korean tablet PC
“Ryonghung.” The North Korea
Intellectuals Solidarity said it
found two memory chips made by
South Korean chipmaker SK
hynix inside the tablet PC that
was first made public in May
2013. (Yonhap)

North Korea unveiled the Ryonghung at an international trade fair held in Pyongyang in May
2013.
It runs on Google’s Android platform and comes with all the basic mobile functions, such as a
camera, photo album and calculator, as well as more than 30 apps, including educational ones that
teach the ideological works of North Korea’s two previous leaders, Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il.
According to the box, the Ryonghung is built with a 1 gigahertz central processing unit (CPU), a
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512 megabyte random-access memory, an 8 gigabyte internal memory and 16 gigabyte external
memory, NKIS said.
It also has an 8-inch screen, weighs 250 grams and has a battery life of six hours.
North Korea began to develop its own tablet PCs in 2010, and in May, released another device
named “Myohyang.” (Yonhap)

Civilian inter-Korean exchanges on the rise: data
The number of South Koreans visiting North Korea has shot up since the two Koreas reached a
deal in August to spur inter-Korean civilian exchanges, government data showed on Nov. 9.
The number of South Koreans who traveled to the North reached 418 in the January-September
period, excluding those who moved in and out of the joint industrial park in the North’s border city
of Kaesong, according to the data by the Unification Ministry.
But in October alone, the number of such people came in at 880 as the two Koreas held several
joint events such as an inter-Korean project to excavate the ancient palace site and a workers’ football friendly.
The October tally did not include the South Koreans who crossed the border for the reunions for
families separated by the 1950-53 Korean War, held on Oct. 20-26.
The increase in such exchanges is due to the two Koreas reaching a landmark deal on Aug. 25 to
defuse military tension.
The value of humanitarian assistance to North Korea has also increased, according to the ministry.
In April, the government gave approval to Ace Gyeongam, a foundation run by bed maker Ace, to
send fertilizer to North Korea for the first time since 2010, when Seoul imposed sanctions on the
North over a deadly warship sinking that year.
Ace Gyeongam also provided a small amount of fertilizer and other assistance needed for a greenhouse project in North Korea in October.

N. Korea’s burgeoning market economy to help warm inter-Korean ties
Growth in marketplaces in North Korea can serve as a catalyst for improving frayed inter-Korean
ties as they will prod the North into carrying out reform and liberalization, analysts said on Nov. 11.
But they also said whether North Korea is willing to give up its nuclear weapons program will be
a major point of consideration for South Korea in deciding ways to spur inter-Korean economic
cooperation and ease Seoul’s economic sanctions on Pyongyang.
The North has operated the state-controlled rationing system for a long time. But marketplaces
have gradually increased since the mid-1990s as North Koreans had to find sources of survival following a severe famine and economic hardship, widely known as the “Arduous March.”
In a recent annual audit session, South Korea’s spy agency told lawmakers that around 380 markets exist across the North that help instill market capitalism in ordinary North Koreans.
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Marketplaces in North Korea have expanded noticeably over the span of more than 10 years
despite the North’s crackdown on them in 2010, according to a recent report by Benjamin Katzeff
Silberstein, a non-resident Kelly fellow at the Pacific Forum CSIS.
“This is yet another indication among many that the markets are a crucial part of the North
Korean economy, and the fact that they have grown in many cities would seem to imply that their
importance is growing,” the report said.
It said that larger markets were spotted in North Korea’s southern areas and western port cities,
such as Nampo and Haeju, citing the growth of domestic agriculture and trade via sea routes.
Despite the North’s market crackdowns, the number and types of products on sale in marketplaces
have consistently risen, the analysts said. (Yonhap)

Guus Hiddink returns from Pyongyang after agreeing to build futsal stadium
Former South Korea football coach Guus Hiddink returned from North Korea on Nov. 7 after
reaching an agreement to open a futsal stadium in Pyongyang.
Hiddink arrived in Seoul via Beijing after having what he called “fruitful” meetings with football
officials in the North. He had left on Nov. 5 to work on a deal to open his “Dream Field,” a futsal
stadium for visually impaired players.
Futsal is a type of football played with five players a side and a smaller ball.
“It was a short but a good visit,” he told reporters at Gimpo International Airport in western
Seoul. “We talked about installing a Dream Field. I was eager to do one or more even in the North.
We signed an agreement that as soon as possible -- hopefully before the summer -- we’ll have the
first Dream Field in Pyongyang.”
The Dutchman said he was already looking forward to his next visit to North Korea, possibly next
summer.
“I challenged them to start building what we agreed,” he added. “We will supply, as soon as possible, the necessary equipment and then they can start. If you want something, you can do it very
fast.”
Hiddink, who guided South Korea to the semifinals at the 2002 FIFA World Cup, said he also discussed opening a second field in northeast North Korea, or “maybe another one in Kaesong,” referring to a North Korean town close to the tense inter-Korean border.
“We talked about youth education, what I can do to get coaches for youth development,” he
added. “Furthermore, we talked about establishing a six-nation tournament for the women in the
near future.”
Hiddink said he was pleasantly surprised by how open North Korean football officials were, and
said, “They’re eager to get information from abroad, and I think this is a good sign.”
Hiddink has opened 13 Dream Fields in South Korea since 2007. (Yonhap)
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PEOPLE
Kim Jong-un : Supreme Commander of the (North) Korean People’s Army (KPA), First Secretary of the
Workers’ Party of (North) Korea (WPK), First Chairman of the National Defense
Commission (NDC)
Oct. 18 enjoys a performance given by the Chongbong Band to mark the 70th anniversary of the
founding of the Workers’ Party of Korea (WPK).
20 The Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) says Kim Jong-un observes Mirae Scientists
Street.
30 gives field guidance to the Pyongyang Catfish Farm, which put itself on a high scientific,
intensive and industrial level.
Nov. 3 watches a firing drill of anti-aircraft rockets of the Korean People’s Army (KPA) anti-air
units in the western sector of the front.
8 sends a wreath to the bier of Ri Ul-sol, marshal of North Korea’s military.
8 visits the bier of Ri Ul-sol.
14 inspects the modernized Pyongyang Children’s Foodstuff Factory.
15 sends a message of greeting to Bashar Al-Assad, president of the Syrian Arab Republic, on
the occasion of the 45th anniversary of the corrective movement in Syria.
Kim Yong-nam: President of the Presidium of the Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA)
Oct. 29 sends a congratulatory message to Bidhya Devi Bhandari upon her election as president of
Nepal.
29 sends a message of greeting to Recep Tayyip Erdogan, president of Turkey, on the occasion
of its national day.
Nov. 1 sends a message of sympathy to Russian President Vladimir Putin in regards to the crash of a
Russian passenger plane in Egypt, which caused many casualties.
8 sends a message of greeting to Norodom Sihamoni, King of Cambodia, on the occasion of
the 62nd anniversary of its independence.
14 sends a message of greeting to Mahmoud Abbas, president of the State of Palestine, on the
occasion of the 27th anniversary of proclamation of the State of Palestine.
Pak Pong-ju: Premier
Oct. 19 undertakes a field survey of the reconstruction of the Pyongyang Children’s Foodstuff
Factory.
Nov. 1 sends a message of greeting to Abdel Malek Sellal, prime minister of Algeria, on the occasion of the 61st anniversary of the start of the Algerian revolution.
10 sends a congratulatory message to Dean Barrow upon his reelection as prime minister of
Belize.
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(Local Events)
Oct. 16 The 57th Plenary Meeting of the Central Committee of the Kim Il Sung Socialist Youth
League is held in Pyongyang.
16 The eighth national exhibition of university scientific research successes opens at the ThreeRevolution Exhibition House.
20 KCNA says North Korean sports players won 210 medals, including 83 gold medals, in
international events from January to early October this year.
22 The 2015 Inter-provincial Mass Sports Contest opens at the Pyongyang Indoor Stadium, the
Sports Village in Chongchun Street and other stadiums and gymnasiums in Pyongyang.
21 A sports contest of diplomatic corps in North Korea begins at the Rungna People’s Sports
Park in Pyongyang.
21 A national symposium on medical science takes place in Pyongyang to mark the 70th founding anniversary of the WPK.
29 An inauguration ceremony for the newly built Samchon Kumgang Sanatorium is held at the
hospital in South Hwanghae Province.
30 The 26th National Exhibition of Consumer Goods, the National Exhibition of 206 Sundry
Goods and the National Exhibition of August 3 Consumer Goods are held in Pyongyang
from Oct. 26-30.
30 The Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the WPK decides to convene the Seventh
Congress of WPK early in May 2016.
31 The April 15 Literary Production Center produces the full-length novel “Morning Shines,”
part of the serial “Immortal Guidance,” written by Rim Pong-chol.
31 Rodong Sinmun in an editorial calls for glorifying the 7th Congress of the WPK as the
“greatest heyday in history of WPK.”
Nov. 2 A meeting takes place at the People’s Palace of Culture to mark the 70th anniversary of the
Rodong Sinmun.
2 A ceremony for the completion of the Mirae Scientists Street on the bank of the Taedong
River in Pyongyang takes place.
4 The 13th national show of Korean dress opens at the Central Youth Hall for a three-day run.
5 The 34th Yun I Sang Concert takes place at the Moranbong Theater.
6 The North Korean Cabinet hosts a reception at Okryu Restaurant in honor of Ri Se-gwang,
who bagged a gold medal at the 46th Artistic Gymnastics World Championships in Glasgow,
Scotland.
7 Ri Ul-sol, member of the Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of Korea and deputy to
the Supreme People’s Assembly, dies at the age of 94.
10 The Kim Jong Thae Electric Locomotive Complex marks the 70th anniversary of its establishment.
11 A state funeral of Ri Ul-sol takes place in Pyongyang with attendance of Kim Jong-un.
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11 A national experience-swapping seminar of public health workers takes place in Kumya
County, South Hamgyong Province.
11 The 26th National Software Contest and Exhibition opens at the Three-Revolution
Exhibition House.
14 The enlarged 71st plenary meeting of the Central Committee of the Democratic Women’s
Union of Korea (DWUK) takes place in Pyongyang.
(Foreign Events)
Oct. 16 A spokesman of North Korea’s foreign ministry slams the U.S. for unreasonably calling out
North Korea over the issue of freedom of religion.
17 A North Korean government economic delegation led by Ri Ryong-nam, minister of external
economic relations, leaves Pyongyang to visit Vietnam, Laos and Indonesia.
18 North Korean Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong urges the U.S. not to groundlessly shun replacing
the Korean armistice agreement with a peace treaty.
19 A delegation from the German-Korean Parliamentary Friendship Group led by Chairman
Hartmut Koschyk arrives in Pyongyang.
19 Poonam Khetrapal Singh, director of the Regional Office for Southeast Asia of the WHO
arrives in Pyongyang to take part in the WHO Southeast Asian regional seminar on traditional medicine.
20 Talks between a delegation of political officials from the Korean People’s Army and a delegation of political officials from the Vietnam People’s Army take place in Pyongyang.
20 The reunion of separated families from North and South Korea start at Mount Kumgang
Resort.
20 Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong has talks with Poonam Khetrapal Singh, director of the
Regional Office for Southeast Asia of the WHO.
20 Talks between delegations from the North Korea-Germany Parliamentary Friendship Group
and German-Korean Parliamentary Friendship Group are held at the Mansudae Assembly
Hall.
21 Pak Yong-sik, minister of the People’s Armed Forces, has a talk with a delegation of political officials of the Vietnam People’s Army headed by Deputy Head of its General Political
Department Nguyen Trong Nghia.
21 Choe Thae-bok, chairman of the Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA), has a talk with a delegation of the German-Korean Parliamentary Friendship Group led by Chairman Hartmut
Koschyk at the Mansudae Assembly Hall.
29 Friendly soccer matches of workers of the two Koreas are held at May Day Stadium in
Pyongyang for national reconciliation.
31 Yang Hyong-sop, vice president of the Presidium of the Supreme People’s Assembly, talks
with a delegation of the Iranian Workers’ House at the Mansudae Assembly Hall.
Nov. 1 A delegation of the Iranian Workers’ House led by General Secretary Alireza Mahgoub visits Mangyongdae, the birthplace of President Kim Il-sung.
7 Rodong Sinmun urges U.S. to opt for concluding peace treaty with North Korea.
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7 A North Korean government delegation led by Foreign Minister Ri Su-yong leaves
Pyongyang to participate in the celebrations of the 40th anniversary of independence of
Angola.
10 A meeting of religionists in the two Koreas takes place on Mount Kumgang on Nov. 9-10 for
national reconciliation, unity, peace and reunification.
10 Leading North Korean newspapers in articles denounce the U.S. for “taking twisted attitude”
towards North Korea’s proposal for concluding a peace treaty, far from seriously studying
and affirmatively responding to it.
11 Talks between delegations of the General Staff of the Korean People’s Army and the
General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation take place in Pyongyang.
12 Italian Ambassador to North Korea Marco Della Seta gives a reception on the occasion of
the 15th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic ties between the two countries.
12 An agreement on preventing dangerous military action is inked between the governments of
North Korea and the Russian Federation in Pyongyang.
12 North Korean foreign minister Ri Su-yong holds talks with Georges Rebelo Pinto Chikoty,
minister for External Relations of Angola, at the Angolan ministry building on Nov. 12.
13 A spokesman for North Korea’s foreign ministry accuses the United States of shunning conclusion of peace treaty.
13 The KCNA in a commentary demands the U.S. positively response to North Korea’s peace
treaty proposal.
13 Pak Yong-sik, minister of the People’s Armed Forces, has a talk with the delegation of the
General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation.
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